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Editor's Comment

About This Book

The Association Of Educational Negotiators.,, those who nego-
tiatetiatc for school boards and colleges, has been in existence r over
seven years. The Association.was started by a group of leadi g.:school
hoard negotiators who were concerned that there, was no ofessional
organization of school management negotiators to affili c with. As
result the .AEN was- organized and during its first y r several hi
red sehool negotiators became members.

During-the intervening.years,the Ass' ociati,ii has been beading
force on .behalf.pf school management. -Eac year 4the 1 hliffht of
the ,Usociation is its.nnnnal,,tijn'vention, ld in diffe mtparts of
the nation.-At the annual convention m activitie are provided.
which are designed to be of practical hap to .scho board.ner,otia- -

tors. Naturally, speeehes .arc inevita c, as they should be. These
excellent papers are pliblislicd by t AEN, nor Ay in its inunthly
journal, the Bulletin. HOwever, th year the pe'rs which wehe pre-
sented in NeW Orleans in Apri .01976. arc presented in this book
form (those not .available'fo inelusion ill be printed in faure
Bulletin issues).

This book contain articles wl ch speak to many of the most
important issues whit ] /school bo d negotiators face. It is a must
reading for all of those who fac' employee -unionism in public edu-
cation. er
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Richard G. Neal
Editor
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The Association

r.

Of 'Educational Negotiators,.

Today, school admiiti trators coast -to -coast are bifing faced With
teachers -who have orga zed theniselves/rnto powerful bargain:lit.
agencies. School distric now, more thanever before, need t9 hava
forceful, Unified 'an fective vice in presenting the .rna. nagemetk_
position in all negliable matters:

A professional association for educational negotiators, the
ASSOCIATION irOF EDUCATIONAL NItGOTIATORS (AEN) is
composed of highly skilled professionals; those who serve as chief
negotiators representing boards of education and their.team members
are active members. Superintendents, administrative 'team meMbers,
board ..presidents, school attorneys and other advisors are eligible for
associate memberships.

Members of the Association exchange- information througlith"eir
own publication, the AEN Bulletin, and the annual convention. The
publications 'and all .meetings feature technidal knoW-how and sophis-
tication to be found nowhere else.

Elected Officers and-Directors of A,EN are all practicing negotia-
tors from throughout the country. who represent school districts o1 .

arsizes. They are supported by. a management consulting corpora-
tion which directs_Associatiodbusiness affair:

Upon joining AEN the negotiator is assured of maxiii-luin-tene-
fit and effectiveness.. AEN is the nonprofit professional organization
for professional negOtiators who 'negotiate for school.,boards and c
leges. The policy positions Of the Association are Set,ty the men ers
and the elected Board of Directors and Officers. It is the pur se oce

AEN to unite, those who negotiate for salool boards' and colleges
into a single strong body; AEN represents an effort to joi hands (as
portrayed in the Association's logo), as teachers dread have done, .
thereby presenting a united' front to help strengthen ool manage-

ment everywhere.

All negotiators, chief executive officers and other members of
' school -management negotiating teams are eligible for active (voting)

membership. Other school management personnel and school board
members not otherwise eligible for active membership are eligible

for associate membership. -

5
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Members

Many Benefits'
eive

THE BULLETIN:. The official monthly publication. of EN.
The Bulletin contains the most timely. information available thtl
-latest develoPinents in the field of negotiations; accepts article,
submitted by AEN members; keePs you. informed 'on schedule(
seminars, ecifiventions, workshops;.. answers, questions sent .b

members concerned with particular negotiations problems.

. A -MEMBERSHIP LIST: Enables members to call oihc-rs when
in urgent need of advice .6r inforniation. Cont4ets made from this
list may save you .hundreds of dollars in ,consulting fees-. alone.

PLICEMENT INFQRMATHIN: School systems throughbut the
and Canada in need of negotiations and related services 'are

listed in The Bunch t; special announcements of various opening
arc distributed to me nbers as they occur.

INSTRUCTIO, L PROGRAMS: Schools and workShops. for
chief negotiators ar arranged in response to demand from members.'

PERSON4,11, ,CONTACTS : AEN. gives its members a chance to
get together face-to-face for the exchange of news and fresh ideas.

.CONSULTATION SER VICE :. Available froin nationally known
educa`tiOiral specialists.

A MEMBERSHIP, RD: Reissued- anteually.

PRESTIGE: Your intangible but priceless asset; it will grow-as
AEN grdwsyOu will di cover it can smooth the path of negotiations.

4%-:

DOLLAR LEM] AGE: There is no other organization in ex-
istence that can upgra e the effectiveness of school board representa-
tiVes fbr -sip small-a ash outlay from its meAers. AEN's annual
membership fcc is a n mina' $35.
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How Can a Chief Negotiator.

Influence His School Board
to Set Realistic idelines

fo-r Negotiations

By Dr. Gordon R/ Graves

Pm a psychologist, not an attorney; Pm sure that will be obvi-
ouS; shortly. Psychology has been defined as "the science of predict-
ing animal and human behavior": I will refrain from any smart
remarks coSnecting-that definition to collective bargain.ing, boards,

or As psychology has dabbled in the predic,
lion of behavior, psychologists have invented IQ tests, aptitude tests,
achievement tests, projective tests,, entry tests, graduate tests, and
diagnostic tests. .These tests have been rmrm-referenced, criterion-
referenced, unreferenced and frequently

,

In all cases, however, even though a giyen test might be given to
"evaluate" or '`measure,." that measure. became the root of predic-
tion of probable failure or success under given circumstances and
standards. The obvious outcome of the prediction of human behavior
Was. 'a-logically subsequent question: what can we do to change the
prediction?

One example will suffice: if the low readi g.score:Rf a given
pupil predicts failure in a .history class, the obvi us. correaive mea
sure is to teach the pupil how to read befbrc handing him a history
textbook with the admonition to readliNellAfter several decades
of working to Attfelop inure . precise measures of idiographic, or
individual,. prediction; psychologists became aware of what should
have .been an obvious fact making predictions about groups, -their

Dr. Gordon R. Graves is a chief negotiator for the Fresno Unified School
District, Frew:), California. This paper was presented at the' Annual Convention
of,the AEN in New 05Icans, &finch 31, 1976.
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haVe been an. ,.obvious fact: makino. predictions
about groups,, their actions and decisions, wits not
only Important but brought a different s5t of prob-
lems:, 'both to the group prediction and the subsc-
qUent desired modification of group decisions or
behavior.

Co:mpaye0 to , Wh a t

Modern day group ;.dynamieS theory
with the work of social .psychologist Kurt
in. the LeWiri, with his 'field theory." inte-
grated two mutually exclusive and, hence, 111C0.111-,
-patible viewpoints of group functioning.. ..One
psychologist; Durkehenn, had, hypothegized. a
"group minTr," while another pSychologist\IIporti'
held that only.individuals exist, and groups, having
no individual,-:entity, were a inere abstraction and
did not warrant studying. Lewin held that both time
"individual" ..orientation and the "group mind"

started

were real and important and, ceeded in provid-
ing, for the ,recognition of the co ribotiOn'Of each

,
to group dynamics. *

psy chological testing is the
function' of comparing: a test is given to compare;
compare to a norm, to a minimal standard, or to

.-an expectancy: A trained psychologist constantly
compares; a_ elinicat psychologist may compare a.
patient to a standard of "normal" that he holds'
iri thisticad, while a comparative psychologist may
rigorously quantify and coliiparc rat tail twitches
under vary in conditions.

This is reminiscent of the psychologist who
-chanced to meet a friend during a walk. The friend
said "Ili Joe, how's your wife?" Joe pondered for
a full minute and finally responded "Compared to
what?" The obvious comparison that we arc inter-i
cstcd :in is li,ow a small group that b.

:
a "group

mind" differs from .a small group.that i merely a
small collection of ihdividuals, totally lackinub
goupentify ei cohesiveness. Perhaps the bes't way
to compare, a cohesive group with a group lacking 4.,.
in cohesion is to look at the groups' functions and .i
their goals. .

.

School board-, ili common. with most groups,'
are formed to ac neve goals. The, obvious over
riding goal of 'any- public school diStrict's board 6?

2

10
1

. .

is to establish and 'update policies designed to as.:
sure quality edueation iri that community, in a
manner consonant with legal and fiscal parameters
and in line with public *interest and direction. That
same- AhOol board now has.;--aS a .major function,
the goal of .achieving an atocptable collective bar- /

gaining 'agreement.. with Vzirious employee units.
Since 'the school board' is time 'group. whose goals
must be represented :by. the board negotiator, 'it .

crucial that. the negotiator is able to define; or
have defined for him, the.. board goal or goals:to
be negotiated. At this point, it is imperative that
the goals tb be.negOtiated are truly group goals of
the given ,s.chOol board.

"''Group goals differ from individual goals in ,
that they typically (a) require, colleetive action for
achievement, rants (b) are accepted IA, m6ost or all
of the group's membership. OlwiouslyAin
cal feels that it will satisfy an individual goal of
his OW1,1,, Goals' tend to be accetited by groups as
group:goals if (a)' they are relevant or important to.
members, (b) if they arc elear,and<(e) if the group
in which they ocean-is-cohesive.

The Boa'rd Mind.
If, then, n'sehool board is a *cohesive group.

the 'school board. goals are, clear, and the goals are
relevant and important to individual members:
that board would probably have what Durklicirir
would. term a "group mind." If, lioweVer, the
board lacks cohesiveness; the. goats 'are leSs than
clear, and the individual members 'have differing
concepts of relevance. and importance, then the
hoard would not have a "group mind," anti as a
group that board might support Allport's conten-
tion that only individuals' exist and groups are
ncre abstractions. I feel-comfortable making-a pre-
diction about this type of' hoard; their negotiators
will' be noted for short tenure..

. I think it is interesting ttoote in passing that
goals of a corporate board of directors are more.
apt fo. be common-from individual ,to.,ilidividual.
Since profit is the over-riding goal, and ,profit has a
relatively well accepted-comon definition. On the
other hand, a Bircher, ft Jehovahs' Witness, the
local "libber" leader, a black Muslim leader, and
my Presbyterian minister might just have b. little

'19



:difference of opinion as to
tant goals of .e Upation arc.

what the more impor-s

If perchance a community elected five mem-
H hers of the John Birch society, who all thought

like, to the, ,five Man school board, I would pre-
'diet an instantaneous "group mind"; the goals
would be relevant and important to all members.

'they _would be clear to all members;;,and the group
)otiid not lack for cohesiveness.-Their negotiator

,would have a clear and uncompromising position.
"with consistent direction, and I would predict that,
the negotiator would probably die in action,
at least he'd he shot from the front,

t
Having fiVe "think-alikes" on a five man

school board. in our society is highly improbable.
In 'our society the right to ,dissent is a .cherishec
privilege. In a school district that is strongly
pluralistic,, and I think that would include any
sizeable or urban district; that diSsent will fre-,
quently become vociferous and emotional.
would not like to represent ,4 five man think-
alike boardin a *strongly pluralistic community,
since ,community support in conflict bargaining
would probably be nonexistent, and employee
discontent and militancy would receive conse-
lpient reinforcement. -seems obvionS that it is

both netessary and advantageous tit. have varying
segments of the community repreSMited on :the.
school board.
*Th.

Solidarity is Good to a Point
I am -.sure it has become obvious that I -am

"examining school board. behavior in the light of.,
small group dynamics. It so happens that research
in small group dynamics indicates that productivity*
and cohesiveness are curvilinear. Two variables that..
are related may be rclatedlinearly or curvilincarly.
An obvious example* of a linear, relationship' be-
tween two variables is the relationship between
intelligence* and the .ability to succeed in school.
Obviondy, when intelligence is high so, too is the.
ability to succeed in seluiol, and the higher the
intelligence, the ..higher the ability to succeed.
There is not a point where as intelligence increases,
ability to succeed in school goes down.

, In small groups; however, the relationship
between productivity and 41,colicsivene* is cur-
vilinear, meaning that Vet:), low eoliesiveAss results
in,very low productivity, while higher cohesivenliSs
results in higher productivity. This is -true only to a
certain point, -however; then, as coliesiVeness
increases, Koductivity decreases. In oitr,:,conSidera-
tions, productivity is- the policy and position out -
put of the board as a small group. Good group
product or output as considered superior to a strict
ly individual output since a gebd group consenstis
or synthesis has considered divergent views and ar-
rived at a point where a.maximurn,nuinter of dis-
senters is maximally accommodated, and hopeful,
ly, the maility of the conimunity is at least pla-,
cated, if not totally satisfied.

Placing school boards as small groups on this
curvilinear scale, it is, obvious that if a five man
board has absolutely no cohesiveness, no "group
mind" whatever, just fivj strictly differing
compromising indiViduals", there can be no consen-
sus. It 'remains a faqt, however, that bargaining will
proceed, and the negotiator will :ultimately arrive
at the table with a position of sorts for the day. I
.feel comfortable in predicting that this 'leg-0640r,
too, shall die in combat. I am just nor sure he will
get shot from the front. Our dive "think-alikes"
will have no output by our definition, since they.
will produce the position of art individual, with no
accommodation for dissent or divergence. Conse-
quently, the negotiator has the ptoblem previously.,
mentioned.

I am going to make the assumption that there
is not a district represented at this convention that
has a board of "think-alikcs." I ain going to make
the further assumption that every district or board.
represented here would benefit from increased
board cohesiveness with a consequent increased
productivity of bargaining goals and 'a resultant
setting, of realistic bargaining guidelines for their

Aiegotiator.

My topic is "Ilow Can A Chief 1\l'egotiator
Influence His' School Board To Set Realistic Bar-
gaining Guidelines.'' rhe convention Aherne, of '-
course, is "Influence: Its Many Faces." In looking
at the presentation ,topics, it seemed to me that
most of the "faces" 6f influence that we considu

0.1



fiv.,s(Avillov..tlisputes or structuring bargaining, arc,
.

.welr.definerhy Webster's .clefiliitioic of influence
".. Ao'niodify or all'ect in some way; to act on;.

to blast tO,s4ay-; as the stininfluendes the
Tome most of the convention topics 171 this defini-
tion, 'and an nnplicit7assuiiption is.-made that this
attempt to Modify or bias somebody or something
is'attempted from an estiblished base and toward
a specified goal (0.specifie outcome.'
.

1' think it is important to point outthat in,s
the developx d. model that .1 ampresenting,."inflU,.

\
ence, is'a definitive process designed to effuse the
board to develop group goals that will be tteeepted
as such by all members..Inikthis eontext, "influ-
ence" is not sellingthe bard -a. -management-
developed position; it is not maneuvering the
board to accept a management-developed position
that can then be negotiated in the mine of the
board. It is ''kiffuencing the board to developtlie.
ebbesixeness and .productivity that will result in
well developed and stdble. grOup goals relative to:

,.conflict issues, influence that will aecepted..,by
:the individual board members as th6r position

strength alSO: A strike vote is norpOssiklemiless..a
majority *Ott he voting employeesagree..m principle;
on the strike issue-Or issues and are emotionally '

r involved and committed.. That generally fakes time
- and accumnlated frustration.

The dissonance between boardrnernbens re-
talcs to l.e.r.in's..early exphination of group

',haVidr. stated' that behavior Wasfa functi6n,.
of the individual person or personality and his en -.
vironmerit. ft' this ease,, eitstironment wad used
indicate eeonOinicc political, 'philosophical aucl,;.,

religious conimitiments, as well as the physical'
environment. ObViously then, there is mi.:element
of dissonanie .within the bOard groittsell. A
philosOp,hical, dissonanee exists, perhapsevenexist-

7 frig in expressions of differece on financial
issues, between individual mcmhe s because of
their difference inenvirmirpental ba, kgrounds. 6F;

-put another- way, dissonance exists. C:i11.161 of the:

differences of opinion existing bet cen the seg-
ment's ofthr coMtnunity which tl represent. As
an example,'ilie4-Will be.: diiis mice .many times
between individuals in otir dupbeeause tivo posi-
tions on a,givcn issue a union proposal .on

the &aria. ementreeonorien-,
'7dation on that issue, will he 1 00 out of phase;
totally dissonant.

If ,a, given group member, one of our board'
members, is sympathetic to the union position and
represents- a segment of thc,cOmmunity that is alsO
sympathetic to the union position: but the Other
four members of the hoard are solidly for thr
management recornmendation,ain interesting plie-
non-lei-ion will emerge. As noted, previously, in our
society dispent.is a cherished pfiVilege. llowver,
conformity is much more prevalent even in cOriflitt
sit:nations. The social pressure to. conform in small
groups, if there is-any appreciable 'cohesion at all,

. is strong. A deviant incmbez, that is one who (lif-
fers the majority or from the consensus on a
given issue, -will :receive strong reinforcement for
the deviant position if that member- has taken a
public stand for the deviants position; ortf another
group member agrees with the position,. We have

now arrived a point in our discussion where we

can consider: how to stnicture group behavior for
productive output, hopefully froni a.grolip mind,

. and what steps can be taken to, minimize the

Can They Funeti9n-Undey Stress *somp-oteacherrp,

A psychologist nainedFestinger 4pothesized
what has become known as the theory of cognitive.
dissonance. This theory attempts to explain sonic
elements of how . cognitive. stru tures come to
change. Frequently through life we observe facts
that are in apparent contradieh n to previously
,observed facts or beliefs. Wile is occurs, we are
f eitherxreject our previously observed
acts or beliefs, reject the CAA' facts,mi struggle

'.. to synthesize the difference or explain it. The v6ry.
reason' for bargainingIs that a high degree of dis-
souance exists betOcA two icort groups oz one
or more issues. The difference between two groups,.
in dur case a.sehool board and union, is frequent-
ly not a factual -issue but rather a philosophical or
political one that sometimes defies a "faetual"
,solution and;. hence, tends toward emotionalism.
This diskinancie between.two groups is the basis for
bargaining.

.
Each group, the school board andtheltnion

membership, has dissonance betwecnIts individual
members. To the union, coltesionis necessary for

4
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solidification of'.strong Minority postures of the
board.

B. Au icy Fisher did some interaction anal-
yses of o fp interaetion.during the decision -mak-
ing psoces.. lie found that there were-four phases
in deeisioil-making;:an orientation phase, etconflict
phase, an edergence phase, and a reinforcement
phase. AeCosrdinglo Fisher, each phase has a dis-
tinctively different interaction pattern: We will
briefly discuss these differences as we consider the
decision-making.process as it goes through these.
four 'phases. First, however, !et me outline my re-

,spousibilities in nego tiations and in communicating
th our school board as we approach and engage

in inhig on the way to anagkeelient. In addi-
,tidia to being the table representative, I an Tespork.
sible for the gathering together, Or tya-itljesizing,.of
data for our management 'team as they develop
management reedinmendations for Vb argaining. I
.am also responsible. for the presentation of em-
ployee propo.Pls to the board, with explanations
of the probable affect of these proposal:;, as well
as being-responsible presentation of.man-
agement recommendations to the, board. f met,rtion
my resp'onFibilitics, since many districts do not
staff similarly:From my faine .of reference, will
probably talk ,about the iiiielnegotiatorAperforin-
ing some function that.may, be assigned to some-,
one else in your, district; the funetiom.wotild 're-
main the same ho*ever.

the solidarity of his position as the heat builds. In
other words, the rug will not sUddenly he pulled
out from under him as lobbying the board 'ne-
bers by'' the community or

i m
achers suddenly

changes the board stance. If hoWever,"tlic board
i., adopted a quamigement. position, and individual

board members never did see it as their position,
.4111e position is not apt.to. he strongly held when

push comes to shove.

Who's In Charge Here
Now the question': How doet...a:ncob otiator

influence his board to develop and aeCept a bar-
gaining position as theirs, individually .and collec-
tively? In this context r would consider the nego-:
tiator to be a group leader; in his relation with the
lioard, and responsible foe controlling behavioral
dynamics so that the group 'is. productive and
cohesive.

You will. note that I previously stressed that
influencing a board wa,S not, getting the board to
adopt a management proposal. That doesMotIni,
that management has no function in proposal
writing; it does mean,' that management writes
recommendations for the board's consideration in
bargaining.

The oard as a group adapts its proposals or
couNerprol 1s'after considering the union pro-
posal, any other proposals froin members and the
'community, and the management 'recommenda-
tion. It may be that the board will adopt the
management" proposal verbatim as -its position. If.
so, cheers! I believe, however, that is crucial that
the adopted or developed board posit:km.1x truly
the beiard'S; then that-position will. be 'strong, and-
the negotiator will have minimal ,eoneernS about

It is imperative that the dissonance: inheTent
- iii dissent and bargaining be constantly monitored.
I am not sure that Webster,would agree, bui I am
obviously, not using `dissonant' rind 'dissent' as
synonymous. In this context dissent is considered.,
a different and/Or oppOsing:fiiked'positioO,- wbile
`dissonance' is the lack of agreement between ,ob-
&Tired facts, beliefs, or positions which require the
acceptance or rejection of opposing positions., or a
modification of a_lheld. position, or the.develop-
ment of a new position.

First, it is vital that the individual position of
each hoard member is known.' This introduces the
-orientation phase of decisi,on-makin I am sure
Mitt all' of us know wber.our irrdjvidnal. board
members are philosophically and personally liberal
vs. conservative, emotional vs. objective, what-seg-
ment:of the conununity they identify with, and so
forth. Jlowever, most eontract proposals are so
inviolved that I think if is time-well spent, after
making a preliminary, presentation and interpreta-
tion of a bargaining unit's proposal to the board, to
-sit down with each board member privately and
discuss the proposal, )o not simply rephrase the
presentation which, hds already been made. Ilope-
fully., it was domprphensfve, . and a restaiement
would simply be redundant..
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At this point, board felolliack is :wanted. To
obtain feedback it is necessary to listen, not talk.
What seems to be of most importance to that
board member? What seems of highest emotional'
interest? On what issue- is that metnber confused,
or alternatively, already. holding a .strong position?
What individual goals does that member have, if
any, relative to the prpposal? This sequence of
interviews is of importance to The negotiator to
orient him towart the conflicts that will probably
occur as the board considers proposals and count-
erproposals and works toward a board position.

Touch On All Facets
It should go withoin saying that anypoint or

issue of the proposal that is importantto a board
menibcr is important to the negotiator, even
though it may be of minimal importance to anyone
else. This series of interviews will allow the nego-
tiator to catalog and consider any dissonance that
exists within the "group mind" that require
resolution or, compromise. Priultaneous to this
:recognition of .disparity within the group, the dis-
sonanee existing. on two other fronts..or -levels
should be,ieceiving study.

III,
First, the dissonance that exists within the

teacher ranks 'on the issues in their own proposal.
The "group mind" rePresented on the 'other side
of,the table is sometimes peFecivedas a representa-i'( tion. of stre gth and solidarity. The union or asso-
ciation h. state

and
. national direction, cleaily

aspelled out goals, nd a united front well presented
by literature, and a party line that at times may
seem formidable.- The representative across -'the

' table, however,- does, not represent` the united
.

of our country; he rel4eseirts the teach-

. , Lars in your district who are sensitive to comnunity,
ptessure and whose neighbor's' children attend the,
local schools, and who have to li.'e in the coin-
muoity during and after strife just as management
and the board.

The "group mind" of the teacher negotiating
Jean' is frequently not too w4 related to the
"group mind" of the total teacher population' in

. any district. Pieblem number one of the teacher
negotiator is to convince the teathcrs of the logic
of their position, create emotional issues to generate

-

teacher' interest and backing in some eircumstanc
and perhaps td make the board negotiator, t
board, and the management team look -like bad
guys. The goal of these activities, reduced to group
dynamics, is to develop ao "group mind"- in the
teacher population that is'.congruent with the
"group mind" of the teacher leant at' the table.

I.

Reporting Back,
However,. 'initially, there is considerable dis-

sonance,. and lack of knowledge, relative to the
contract issues as. far as teachers are concerned.
It is important to monitor this dissonance con-
stantly; great dissonance means little power acrOss
the table; little or no dissonance-means power and
trouble across the table. Early dissonance within
teacher ranks, recogniied long before the drums
have 'achieved a cadence, should be r4portedto the
board .so 'that early positions and proposals' can
capitalize on this dissonance, remem,J)ering that it
takes widespread emotion to generate a strike
vote. In order to minimize 'emotional build -up it
seems crucial to not only keep in close contact
with classroom teachers and spend a lot of time
listening but to communicate with them consis-
tently as to what the board position is; and why,
on issues that are of the most concern to them.

If I appear in a faculty lounge,'the teachers
there will generally assault me verbally without
invitation. They will naturally be on the issue that
is of most importance to them, and generally the
position they peiceive as the board position is

quite distorted. -Frequently the issues of impor-
tance differ from elementary to secondary schools,
and frequently the'importance placed on a given

issue at the table is not supported by teacher in-
terviews. These dissonances need to be addressed
in several ways. (1) Communicate the board's
true position constantly and consistently to all
teachers (but that is not my topic), (2) report
the dissonance, between teacher groups to the
board, (3) report with careful accuracy any exist-

ing dissonance between actual board position and
what teachers have been lcdfo alieve is the board
tableposition.

.
I have strayed a little from my topic, smee

part of the goal of maintaining a surveillance of

6
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teacher dissonance, and communicating, with
teachers, is the forcing of the teacher representa-
tive toward objectivity and away from emotional,
build ups. llowever,:. it 'is also noterative that the
board perceive the dissonance in leacher ranks and*
its change, in order to develop positions that arc
as consonant as possible with real leather feelings,
feelings that at _times are out -well represented at
the table.

The second level of disparate opiniong will be
that existing between th i'. teacher bargaining uyit
proposal and --the management eccOmmendations
for counters. It is important to completely analyze
the 'teacher pitsitions and the, complete whys and
.whatfors. of the consequent Management .rt'eorn-
mendations. At this point, the group will probably
emttl -t me orientation `phase diving which initial
orientation or wnicly. of the problem occurred and.
enter the conflict stage. Orientation, in a sense, is
the introduction to the problem, the presentation
of data, the delineating of all (lisp:160es; the board
(hiring this phase generally ,!nicstions and listens
with minimal conflict. Nowhowever, the fads are
in. The dispnance has been shelled out. The board
has alternatives from which to choose and doubt-,.
less sonic suggestions of their own.

At the end of phase one, orientation, if all
cognitive ,dissonailee has been 'spelled out, the

'board might be very uneasy. A feeling of conflict
might develop as conflicting ideologies, facts, or
goals compete for a place in the sin. 11 is of ex-
treme importance that all disparate positions, as
far as poss'ible, have been spelled omit to all board
members during the orientation phase; hopefully,
before entering the conflict stage. When the day.
(011162'11ml the negotiator is approaching his bot-
tom line,, if all dissonance has been continually
spelled 'but, board members will not suddenly re-
emf,sidcr their position because lObbyists have ae-
gnainted them with previously unconsidered facts
or alternatives.

Conflict Under Control

. In group conflict it is important to do some
management of the conflict. As noted previonsly, a
deviant member, that is one that disagrees with
other members on a m issue, is under hil.,avy

pressure to conform brit will be reinforced if a pub-
lic stand has been made or if some other nwmnber
reinforces the deviant stand. The chance that a
board member holding a deviant position will take
a public stand on dolt position is ,tninimizett if all
dissonance on that given issue has been well 'spelled
out. Consequently, it is important that the.analysiS
of all disparaties he accomplished as' soon as possi-
big before -public posturing by individual 4,board
members occurs.

,One important point in conflict 'management
in groups is that while conflict is-motivating and
can develop cohesiveness and iner6ase" ontpkit, if
anxiety is allowed to 'develop, or emotions-build,.
learning and mlaption stops.' Positions solidify
irrationally. Tt, minimize einotionsjhe group lead-
er shoiltdbeobjective, avoid arguing, and try to
control any management team me robe s that tend
to argue with or get defensive about position
to the board.

If emotions are -minimized. and .eonflicting
Viewpoints are well aired, it may be that you will
be blessed with some innovative tleviane; some
member will look .-at all disparatiis of posifions,
reject the recommendations and come.up.with a
new solution or vosition. At any rate, Nom an air-
ing of conflicting ideas that individuals will have
after considering existing dissonance,,, group ac-
cepted positions will start to emerge as the enter-
gence phase is entered: It is not likely that all
members-will be totally in agreement with the
group consensus on the various issues. State' what
seems to be the eonseusits .and, if general agree-.
meal prevails, accept it. Do not vote; voting for a
group position. in a 0011 group tends to factional- .

ize the group. The losers will not have a position
that is theirs. .

After a consensus has eimergf,d,.the reinforce-
ment phase begins. At this point the .group has
group positions. As pressures build during the heat
of a;buildup it is important that constant feedback
is given to the board. Again, if all dissonance.has.
(teen carefully spelled out, the.board members have
nothing new to learn. Lobbying, since it will mere-

Ay rehash old sluff about which a decision has
alteatj, en made, will become reinforcing rather
than t alerting. ,



J.

,
To summarize, 1 Would like 'to reduce, this

discussion to recipe form. Dissonant facts or dis-
parate opinions will motivate individuals and small
groups to' modify, accept, or reject those facts or
Opinions, and arrive at a fixed position.-In small
grofup decision- making, early presentation, of all
dissonant facts or disparate opinions will motivate

group to seek the most logical, beneficial, or ex-
pedient position. If consideration is given iq group
meetings to all the alternative positions before a
dissident or fixed position_ has been arrived at by
ilidiVidual members, a truly group position is apt to
emerge. This process is aided by a deliberate effort
to delineate all dissonance disparate opinions
on several levels.

The .Decision Process
The board as a group will go through four

phaseS in the decisiOn-making process:. (1) Or nta-
tion, a phase in which all dissonance should' be
delineated clearly; (2) Conflict, a phase in which
all disparate opinions and dissonance are discussed
by the board and alternative poSitions-conSidered;
(3)- Emergence, the phase in which positions
emerge and are solidified into group decisions and
positions; and (4) Reinforcement, the final phase.
In this phase -if the="flisparatieS of all developed
positions have been Well explored, lobbying and
pressure will tend tosreinforce boart4- positions as
long ,ps the group is held together as a unit and
discusses these pressures.

Through.Out this whole process, the consistent
recognition of dissonance occurs (luring. the follow-
ing defined activities:

1. Present the union 'proposal with complete
analysis of pros and cons to the board.

2. Meet individually with all board members
-and find out where each board m nber is'and what
is important -to diem.

3. Carefully research and document all dis-
parity between the teacher proposal and the man-

agemen recommendation.' Do not argue, do not
become de, nsive. Present a considered reennunen-
dation not a 'mariageinent position' that you might'
have to wind up negotiating with your board.

4. 'Carefully explore and report the disparate
interests and opinions that exist between elements
within. teacher ranks and between these 'teacher
elements and their bargaining team.

While 1 through 3 occur primarily in the ori-
entation phase, and should be accomplished as
soon Jts possible, this activity continues until bar-
gaining is eonelnded.This.activity tends to help the
board. develop positions and, consequently, _helps
o develop a "group mind" with .subsequent true

group decisic,ms. This activity also tends to modify
teacher unit behavior and affect their publicity
releases.

In conclusion, I will merely make the remark
that a solid and logicail board pqsitionswhen bot-
tom line day comes, is the result of careful plan-
ning and much work and does-not occur by chance
while you ditiOff negotiating. .

I am innately chicken. One of lily great fears
is that when the -filial shoot out occurs at the end
of along bargaining season; I will walkout onto
the main street of our village with my Colt .45 and
be handed a box 'of..22 long rifle cartridges by(my
board to try to run .tbrcingh by'.45. I think- the
activities I have delineated tend to reduce the
probability of that type of dissonance,

It should go without saying that other nego-
Jiators, differ from me, and other boards are-dif-
ferent from mine. The framework I have presented
is obviously riot a packaged panacea for beneficial- .
ly affecting the functioning oj. all boards in de-

yeloping realistic guidelines for ba'gainipg. I hope,
however, that some elements Or concepts of this.
model will help.

8
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Effective Lobbying in
Influencing a Lep laturem
Collective Bargaining-,.

By Dr. Fred D. Williams

"Education and politics don't 1

"The tehns 'politics and p. iticians' have negative connotations
to educators." tt!.

"School leaderl should cOntmue to maintain their lofty perch.
along the high road.of political ,action and let1the slate education
association descend info-the valley of legislative action."

. The first two statements have, never been able to withstand
close f: crutiny by encators who believe, as Kimbrough and Nunnery
Dave said, "The quality of public education in the U.S. is related to
the ability of school leaders, to influence the political systeal within

_whiell the schools function." Moreover, KimbrOugh and Nunnery
Weld ahead to note that Politics is the -art or science of governing:
the democratic process of makin; significant decisions..

..The.latter statement, pertaining to the state education aSsotia-
tion, is very suspect and questionable today wheu we find the educa-
tional community so divided over the issue that you arc considering

collective bargaining. Across the nation local schodl leaders arc

Dr: Fred D Williams is the Sup9rintendent of Fort Thomas Independent
Schools, Fort Thomas,Xenineky. This paper was presented at the Annual Om-
ventioriolthe AEN in New Orleans, 441, 1976.
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banding together in suite administrators' as ocia-
tionsMany of these groups here themselves once
satellite organizations, whirling around the educii-
.tion assOciation.. Ni,ol they are beeoming.plalOs
in their own rights. In certain insi4,inices. the state
adminiktrator associations are maiV-up ,of l_loca
school superintendent's and their chief assistants.. In
other .eases, umbrella groups have surfaced with .

membership rights extended to everyone with ad--*
ministrative-supervisory responsibilities. Regardless
of., the type association, more and more of the.
mombers-are beginning to realize that they must
bcconie activists in legislative affairs if their voices
are to be heard when educationalissues such as col-
lective bargaining legislation are being aired in the

° halls: of the state executive and legislative bodies.
Every time: these local school leaders take action to
influence educational policy, they. are involved in,
politics, If we have a desire to influencecollective
bargaining, legislation, it is imperative that we be- ,

come good politicians. To become' such 'we must
understand the political process and realize that it's..
an Ongoing, continuous process. It is not role to
be assumed only at election time or during that. .

portion of the year when the state legislature is
meeting. -.`'

: .:
The Problem is Yours
. . ,p, :. .

In .the January,- 1972, issue ofthe Iowa Asso-
ciation of School Administrators Newsletter, theit,
following -question was raised, "Are you involved.
politically?" In conjunction .'-aith his graduate
studies, a local IOwaSuperintendent surveyed the
political attitudes and activities' of 'Iowa. st'iperin-.
tendents. Ile found that superintendents, both in

-,,.:

their own estimation and front. the opittionstof
others, are not politically active enough.

/
/

In the January 13, 1975, issue 0 Education
U.S.A., a weekly 'publication of he National-
School Public Relations Associat ti, there- sp-
eared an article untitled -"Eduea ional Policy is
et by Politics, Study Says". In le article, refer-

e ce was made to a -study- .condu tot by campb6ll
.a d others' at Ohio ,5tate UniVe say. The premise
o the study, State Policy . hiking fon Public
'Sc odds: a Comparative Anniy is, Was that educa:
tior at. policy is born from an thrives on politics.
The school finance issue iva chosen' to illustrate '

. .

this point. Some major Fonclusions- reached in the
study that, have -implications for us, as we direct
our attention to the topic at Band, were:

I. . In the four states chosen for ,in- depth'
studies,. tru! governors Were-the rallying points for
initiating school finance reform legislation.

2. Even though concerted efforts of both
( legislators and 'governors are needed for schoOl fi-

refOrin, the executive office prOvided the
crucial political dont, State Boards of Education
played .a` minimal role, and the policymaking in-
fluence of state education agencies was of sewn- .

dary imp6rtance. .

3. Asa direct result of the governors' crucial.
*role in school finance,. reforni legislation, lhey
moved to gain more dilcct control over the state
educational apparatus. Those who supported the
governor in his political campaign were less likely
to be shut Dirt of legislative activity.

4. Teacher groupS were ianked, as Ihe.most
:influential at .the state -level, followed by. school'

boards; . administrator groups, and teacher fedora-
tions (where they exist).

5. -Although the fragmentation of eation
.

groups has created : conflict, everyone, onceined '-

;:-"(editeators, legislators, governors and le, veneral
.public) has conic to realize he can live vith cbntlict
ahout-educational issues,

10

Who Trusts Politicians
Is there .distrust between educators and politi-

cians? Tlut answer is "Yes ", in the opinion of As-
nblyinau John .Vaseicellos ofCaliforiiiii. Writ-

.ing in the May/June, 1974, issue of Compact'a
bimonthly publication of The Education Comm's:
sion of the States, Vasconcollos raised the folloN -
ing points when he was pleading for something t
be done about the distrust between eduators an
politicians.

When educators come before legislative
coriimittees, they usually talk about such things as '
employee. rights and benefits gr things like struc-
ture and organization; they seldom mention the
kids.

el
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2. Todhy, the general pulace and the legis-
lators are more educated um watt the case Several,'
decades ago. Conseque ly, both the-general popu-
lace and the ltish ors are no longer willing to
blindly Ulu; tlrc t rd of.theeducators.

3. To often the approach advocated by'' 'the
educator , when they appear in .the statehous' ts, is
"just r ve us mire money, and we'll make it okay."

, .

4. The biggest problem between educators
and politicians -the gap that must be bridgedis
the lack of personal involvement betweer. the two.
,They don't kRow om. another too \Mr

5. Legislators'irrc not basically,kmfriendly-to
edneatiou.

If the conclusions noted in the. two studies
that 1 have referred to as well as the statements
made by the Califernia assemblyman are accurate,
then what are we waitig, for? 'l'rie handwriting is
on JIw wall local School leaders must become
more effective in their efforts to develop closer
v(u.king relatioWhips During thi
,}eNt fcw,inimacs:, l Nant-t 1 %\rilh you sonic
points OM might worth) of our ronsidation.
ag'we, direet our attention to the i:.;sue of influene..
iii'legidation -pertaining to cl!ective bargaining.
for riblie school epi'ees.

Thee Need to be .Organi-zdd
The day Of elle lone wolf in effective legisla-

tive Work is over. If loca-1 school leaders want to
become more-effetive practitioners in,the area of
influencing legislal iv bvdics, it is imperative. that
they he organized. The society we live in Imlay is
.an Organizational society, an academic investiga-
tion is not needed to support the following state-
ment made,, by EtAioni. in The Organizational
Soeiet y .

"We are born in 'organizations; .and
most of us 'spend much of our lives .
working ,for organizations. We'spellit

-much of our leisure time paying, playing
eand praying in organixatiis.. ,Most of us'
will die in an organization, and when the
lime conies for burial, the: largest

organization of all the state must
grant official permission."

In 1970, Dr. Bill Phatis, executive socrkaryr of
the National Association of Elementary School.
Principals, spoke A...the topic, "What's in it for
me?" In his spech,,114.,',ashed. "Why .thOuddcn
banding: together?"' l Ie answered his quest iOn. by
stating, "The primary reason for organizing any
'group that there are some things people 'can do
together nore effectively than they can do alone."
This holds true'as we attempt to influence collec-
tive btirgaining

Communicating With -Leg isPytors

As we strive to work more effectively with
'four legislators, we must keep in mind that

miinication.is the key or the major building block
to shceessful. participation; Our effectiveness on
ahist eery point that we discuss or explore with
our legislator will. ultimately be traced to this ac-
livity.

In considering this. important key
block, he're are somefactors that ate

-.note:

or building
worth) of

1. The best approach is through_ the 'verbal .
context on 'a one -to- one,.. face-to-face-luisis with
your legislator. If this cannot be arranged, call him
ou.,thejelcphone or arrange for a meeting where a
small group will wills }tire at his eonvenieuee
ti) discuss the issue. If possible, such nc'etii4r,s
should be 'hack home in his district or al u time in
the state-capital when he's not too busy tolevofe. ,
ildCgliate time to the topic;.

2. AnOther'approach that., could be used Jo
communicate with your legislator is through [lie
written message. This,coulir include wire sell iee or
letter. Of these two written forms, wire service is
the better method in. time of 'crunch. However, if
there is no crunch., a letter may suffice.,

.1?

The American School CowlMot- Association
has prepared a flyer which deals with letterwriting.
to legislatOrs. ft:is noted that legislators pay careful.
ati Cut ion to ,theirmail. However; most, legWators
place little weight 'on. form letters with Werth-cal

4



wording and _petitions. According to the Associa-
tion, the letter that will have the greatest impact is
one that is carefully thought out and yetyepresents
an individual's point of view co.ncerujngthetegisla-
tive matter under consideration. The point of view.
expressed should have a personal ring to it. Provide
information as to how. a pie of legislation wiitild
affect your particular local school.distriet.'

Representative Morris Udall,,,of. Arizona pre-
pared a list of "do's" and "don-'ts" for the prospect
tive correspondents. Some of the maze timely ones
are presented for.your consideration:

1. First of all, address the letter correctly.

2. Identify the bill you're writing about.

3. Write in time tri do some good.

4. Your letter has a better chance of greater
impact if it's kept - reasonably brief.

5. Give your own views. A rorm letter often
gets a form reply.

6. Give specific reasons for your poSition.

7. If you have specialized 'knowledge on
some issue, b5',. all means write.

Be constructive; don't just say what's
wrong 1,4-ith state what you think is
the right Way.

9. Don't threaten to --campaign or vote
against your man if he dodn't do what
you want. Such remarks rarely intimidate
a conscientious member, and they may
generate an adverse .reaction. And don't
bother calling him names.

10. Don't pretend to have gret influence.

In a legislative' seminar conducted. by Jim
Kirkpatrick of the AASA staff, reference was made
to the "C's" of communication. Some of the "C's"
were: T.(

. Credibility.: The legislator must have con-
fidence in the,sender. .

I
2. Content: The inessage\must have meaning

for the legislator.
e.

3. dlirity: KISS (Keep it simple; stupid).

4. Current: Make certain that the issue is still
under consideration.

A

Don't forget the legislator after the matter has
been dealt with. Notes of appreciation are always
in order: On those occasions where your legislator
'did not vote "Right",'a note expressing your regret
over not .having been able to
clearly in regards to the issue, is far heti& than
acrimony.

The American Vocational. Association -\
prepared' list of "Golden RideS" fort those who
work''irith public officials. In mytoPinion the prin-
ciples espoused iri the list have universal applicabil,
ity to any person'` who works with legislators as-
well as other public officials: Some of the princi-
ples are: -.

1. Don't underestimate public officials. With
very rare exceptions, they will be honest, intelli-
gent, and will want to do the right thing. Your job
is to inforni-thern what you think is right.

2. Don't look d'own ongovernMent a poli-
'tic's They may: be faulty, but ,so is the to thing
profession. A disdainful -attitude is an ex ensive
lbxury these days.-

3:' Be undeistandifig Put yourself in .th
lie official's place. T.Ey to understand his pro
his outlook, his aims. Then, you are More lik
persuade him to do the same in undcrsta
yours.

pub-
lems,
ly to
ding

4. Be'friendly, don't contact public officials
only when, you want their -help. Invite thein to be
guests; at meetings. Take pains to keep in touch-
with them throughout the, year every year.

k..

5. Be reasonable. Recognize that there are
legitimatddifferences of opinion.Never indulge in

12
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threats or recriminations. They ai c confessions of
weaknesses..

6.: 13E, thoughtful..COmniend the
-public officials do. That's the way you like to be
treated. Any public official will tell 'you-that he
gets dozens of letters asking him to do something
but very few thanking him for what lie has done.

7.- Don't Ilanie,-public officials for "failitig"
to do %dial you wanted. The failure may be yours
if yOu have -not done a good job in preparing, pre-
senting, and following through on your. case.

13. 1k cooperative. If a public official makes
a reasonable requrst, try to comply with it. Don't
back.aw'aylo'r feral- that "it's a deal", or that. you're
"getting, iiijo politics." . t .

, , -..

9. . Be realistic'. Remember that controv(7-rsial
legislation awl regulationiusually result in com-
promise: It has always been so and it Will always be
so in a devioeracy.

0.\ Be practical. Recognize' Ihal each Li:glad-
tor has connnitinents and that a certain amount of
viovii.adifv.r.. goes on. in a logisla hire. So don't chas-
tise a legislator \vim normally supports you if he
happens to vote, against. one Of your bills. This
doesn't necessarily. mean he has deserted your
wholk! programr:Gixe hint the benefit or the doubt:
lie appreciate it and remember that you did.

11. Be a good opponent. Fight issues 1.10i

perseUirl. And be ready \kith al! crnaliNes or soh'''
lions as well as with criticisms. This is'constructive
'opposition.

12. 13c informed. Never meet with legislators
to ath'oeitte, oa position without first studying the
facts the arguments, pro and eon. The mere
fact that you want a legislator to adopt one posi-
tion or another won't be enough to convince him.
Do your homework. ile-meMber that while sonic
votes maybe firmly committed, there will he many,
others that .can be swayed on the basis of sound
arguments that are properly presented.

..'

13. Learn to evaluate and weigh issues. Many,
bills 'which are tossed into the hopper "by request"

1

a.

are never intended to become lavv So, don't criti-
cize legislators for the. bills which are introduced,
and don't callout the Army until you're sure a bill
is serious.

. 14. Don't break a piornise. This is a-earilinal
rule. If yon tell tin: legislator you'll:do something;
stick to the bargain.

15. DOn't change horses in the -middle. of the
stream. Never kale a' legislator stranded out on a

lty changing your positiOn after he inns public-
ly .stated a positi6n that you have urged
take.

16. Don't -participate in discussiOnS aholit leg-
islators being "bought" or "paid off ". You hive
alisOlittely nothing to gain and everything tO lose
by engaging in such actity. Furtherinore, chances
are it not be true.

Coalitions
According to Michael Usdan vho prepared

Tan, article for the University Council. for Educa-
tional Administration on ,`"fliel:tole and ,Futtire utf
State Educational Coalitions ", '~`coalitions are
common in the democratic process. In essence-,
coalitions are political- groupings -created. to maxi-
mize chances for achieving commonly agreed upon
goals."

In numerous states, educational coalitions are
composed of :Members from the state association
of school administrators,state editcation assoeia;
Lion, state school board's' association, state "con-
gress of parents apd teachers and, in certain stales;
the Mute department of education. In oilier stares,
the coalition inelndes a number of lay organiza-
tions- as well as all the usual prOfessie-nid-groups.
Ground 'rules arc most generally established to
guide and , direct skit educational coalitions.

Whereas the type educational coalition here-
,

tofore. described is more or leSs a formal structure,
oftentiities more informal coalitions are -beilia
found.'Such_informal coalitions usually do not
meet regularly but do meet on an ad hoc hasis to-
discuss specific issues such'as collective bargaining,
for. public employeeS. For example, in Kentucky,

13 .
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representatives' from the Kentucky Association of
School Administrators and the Kentucky School
Boards Association' meet with representatives horn
theiChamher of Commerce, Farm Bureau, NItintei7
pal League, Associated Industries of Kentucky and
other similar lay groups in an effort to defeat--eol-
leetive bargaining proposals. Such r new
lays.group coalitions may -come into existence as
new and different. 'problems and 'issues arise.

.

In the Campbell study, attention was directed
to the.topii Of coalitions. The' writers concluded
that it is increasingly difficult for the interest
groiips to coalesce even on the heretofore common
ground of school finance, there here five forces
listed that have; shattered alliances of educational
interest groups, na,mely: collective- bargaining,
tenure, salaries, school finance, and certification.

Even though concur with the conclusions
reached by Campbell and others, i continue to be-
iieve- That. there arc times,:::: but not in the arca of
collective bargaining - where representatives from
the. various divel.sc interest groups An agree. As a
result of such agreement, the corribined resources
could serve to be the force that results in signifi-
cant changes beihgr made. in- school finance legisla-
tion. Each of us has a responsibility to work to-
ward' such coalition activity wherever and when-
ever possible.

-Role of Outside Authority
It has bccn said that an cxpert on a particular

subject isan individual who is more than 50 miles
away from his home territory. There is more than a
grain-of truth to this saying: There will be ocea-
sions when it will behoove representatives from
local school leader organizations whn_are attempt-
ing to influence or defeat Collective bargaining leg-
islation to bring in an outside expert. The expert
might-appear before a committee of the state legis-
lative body that is conducting hearings on.collec-
tiVe bargaining. On the other hand the outside con-
sultant might be useful as a keynoter or Speakerat"
a regional or state-wide meeting of local school
leaders. In such a role he might be brought in to
acquaint the organization's members with the im-
plic'ations of bargaining 'legislation. On the other
hand, he might be expected to stimulate, the mein-

ti

a

bers to become more involved in the political pro-
cess. Regardless of the role, the outside expert can
and oftentimes doesprove most beneficial.,

We ':Are All Participants
This presentation has been predicated on the

belief that we can influence collative bargaining
legislation if we hecOrne more actively engaged in
activities.desig,ned to result' its our increased effec-
tiveness with statc legislators. Stich activities are a
must if we are.to influence the legislators to make .

,those decisions conducive to quality school pro-
grams.

In tne past, too muClicrledence was on
the axiom that edricatiori abd politics don't, mix.
As a consequene.4 educatOrk have abhored the
terms "politics" and "politicians". Now that state
associations of school' adminiAtrators are fast be-

t, coming -educational planets in their own rights and
not `satellites of state education associations, it be-

' hooves each of ukto realize that we can ill afford
to leave the ileg,iglative actions to such associations.
We must become active participants.

As we become more actively engaged in legi-
lative.matters,"it behooves each of us to realize that
we cannot act as loneVolyes and expect to get the
job done. Furthermore, we .must realiie that if we,
are goingsto become actively engaged in the-polit-
ical process, it means continuous participation and.
not a role assumed just election time or when a
burning .issue is before the state legislators. Con-
tacts on a one-to-one basis with our elected official
(member of legislative body or thc governor) are a
must. '

We want to lt,Cep uppermost in our mind that
the number of local school leaders is not as great
thc number of teachers. Therefore, the financial re-

. sotirces available to influence legislation will be
limited. Consequently," we' must rely on , other
things. Credibility and information are both good
starters.

,_14

At no time have I advocated'that we should
become involved in partisan'politics.-akwe attempt
to enhance our cflectiveness.with state legislators.
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However, I might add tat I do not feel'as adamant::
about this position as 1 did just a dew years. agb.

As we work to rStblish an effective corn-
Munications network with our legislators, keep in

mind the 4i. C's: credibility,.' content, clarity and

O

.1

current.. Moreover, the 1:ace-to-faceyme-on-one ap-
__ proitelr is better than the written letter or telegram

even thong)) the latter forms will suffice in certain
instances. Remember tliat it has been said, "It's the
sizzle that sells the steak, not the caw."

t
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:the influence of
Coojerating School Dis,tricts in
Defrating the Union:,Whipsaw

By Peter Goerges

"We must indeed all hang together, or, most assuredly, we shall
all hang separately."

Ben Franklin to John Hancock. July4, 1776

`Come on, Honey, everybody's doing it."

Overlzeatet at ci party at a midwestern university.
April 28, 1965

The voice: of a statesman for units' versus the seductive,' tempting
of a college freshmanifu many ways thu same battle presently exists
iti publi'c sector collective bargaining,'Management can stand together.
and chart the course of area bargaining, or it can individually give in
to the union negotiator. Whipsaw, seesaw, divide and conquer such
is the simple battle plan of the union. Fii:si; gain'a demand in oh
district. Second, confront neighboring districts with Jilt gain and
establish a trend. Third, picture the final hold-out districts as arbi-
trary and mireasonable employers. The spotlight of publrt pressure is
added'td gain the concessions:

.

Peter 1.. Goerges is a chief negotiator for Ross Township and the Indiana,
Ilohart School Corporation. This paper was presented at the Annua1Conventiori
of the AEN in New.Orleans, April 1, 1976.
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Cut ling The own

Internally, 11 Scl o. mployer Must ljuild a
strong management team; establish effective_ corn--
municatimis, roview internal labor rjlations, cstab,-
list.' a nnOagement data bank, *evaluate union pro-o,
posals, 401 continually build community.supportt5
Externally, the same, building, blocks can be uti-
lized to ,-defeat .the union whipsaw. In Lake and
Porter &nnitics in Indiana, school districts have'
been cooperating since 1969 to defeat union hip-
saw tactics. through a university:stndy. council.
While the model is not -perfect, it has provided a
means to develop an external power base. for

`school employers.

:reacher c'ollective bargaining found a ripe.
`climate- in labor oriented Northwest Indiana. A
foothold was obtained in Indiana with master
agreements negotiated through-. ignorance and in-

. b
timiaation. in the early yearS, School corporations
sought help and tii.riica to the, existing Study
Council for needoil services. The Study Council
initiated a salary stuily for all school employees in
1969 for member corporations. To fulfill a need
for training and education, the Study Council
sponsored a series of workshops dealing with all
aspects of labor relations: These workshops, held

. early, in 1970, covered the following subjects,: ba-
sics of bargaining, training the management team in
collective. bargaining, evaluating-teacher demands,
writing the agreement, imPlementatiann of board
i'ilicy and the negotiated agrccmenk and grievance
administration. After the initial training meetings,
the school'corporationsl through 111(4' negotiators,
met on a,- regular basis, to exchange information.
Currently, the neginiator,s Meet bi-Mouthly to col-
lect data,. exchanffe teacher proposals, detail week-
ly negOtiations, and report tentative agreements.
The relationship remains informal hut structured in
the services provided and has g,iven rise to coopera-
tion in attacking 'other School related prdblems.

The following are services - provided by the
cooperating school, districts WhiCh have helped to
defeat the union whipsaw:

I. Education and Traiding. In dealing with
experienced union representatives, it' is essential
that Management be represented by_ individuals

who understand the. negotiation process and who
have_ received training. in All aspects:of labor rela;
tion. Certainly the mistakes made in negotiating
initiil agreements will,be.perpetuated in the future;
therefore, thi'S cooperation, in prosiiling workshops
Should begin as early aS:posSible..As Oka pre:-
viously, thettlorthwest,Andiaita School Study
Council (WISSC) initiated:cookrationbetWeen
districts in l'abor relations boy sponsoring a series of
workshops id labor relations.

Area- cooperation is useful.becanse inexperi--
thee and incompetence in another sabot district
will he visited upon neighboring- districts through
the whipsaw process. Conversely, strength and ex-

- pertise in. an, adjoining district will strengthen the
firm bargaining posture of its neighbors.

A continuing iii-service program by 'coopera-
ting school districts can .proVide an 'increa.singsly
sophisticated forum for the. exchange of ideas and

*> theories.

2. Area Bala Banii.';' The best.
,

deknse aoainst
the Union whipsaw. is the dcVelopmeni.'''of an ac-
curate data gathering system to provide 0thorongli
Analysis area standards. In Northwest Indiana
fi e quality god breadth of .infomation has im-
proved. each year. It islrnportant to first survey the
needs of the Ninponent, corporations td determine
the type of data and procedures to utilize. In the,
NWISSC survey the following data has been corn-'`

piled: a salary survey'including all steps and degree
lanes; eXtra duty SalarieS and the number-of posi-'
tions; group insurance PromrahiS ,-,-.1ife;'health and'

,0hospitalilation, income proteetion. dental; griev-'
ante procedure steps; ,contractual clauses suck as.
class size and' preparation lime; unpaid and ,}laid
leaves of absence; tni?.,strike ,Clauses; and severance:
and retirement provisions. his information is in-'
valnable during table negotiations and mediation.
It also serves as the basis for a comprehensive fact-
finding brief when-required.

Additionally, the NWISSC developed a coin -
plete Contract nook containing the agfcernents of
the component corporations, subdivided by subject
area. This document has aided in developing, and
sometimes avoiding, contract,. language. Further,
the Indiana School Boards ASsdciation has explored

.18
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the possibility' of a /computerized deli bank 'to
store state -wide data

At the bi-monthly meetings thc negotiators
discuss and distribute internal union bulletins and
strategics. Last year QM; of the negotiators' inter -'.
eeptecrca 1.,hree-year negotiating .plan of a labor or-

7,ganization which later* proved t_ o be authentic. In
early 1976 - a bulletin was intercepted which
mapped area union strategy for this'' argaining
cycles

Bargaining trends'ean easily be discerned1'mM,
the hi-monthly discussion meetings.

3, 'Arbitrator, IEERB, and Gri anee File.
The sehbol corporations ha ve oped a -file
showing the "track record" of area arbitraterS
Additionally; arbitration awards are.4cOmplled by
subject area for use in administering the contract.-

\

The group is on the mailingliSt of the Indiana
EMployment Relations yo.atd to keep.. abreast of
hearings at khe state level which, affect the local.
area. Members also keep irifOrmed of area unfair

'practice complaints. Factfindei decisionS are Moni-,
tored and reported in detail.

. .

4. Strikes. The first sign ant teacher strikes.
in Indiana .ocentr,Fd in this no liwest area. Gary,
Hammond, Merrillville, Oriffith,Highland, and
Kankakee Valley have -experienced teacher spikes..
The 'Merrillville strike ..in 1972 and the Highland
strike in 1973 were -disCussed . in ,detaill with a
complete report presented in special meetings. A
strike manual has been developed based upon th

''` "'"area experience. Also,. school corporations have oc.
. shared substitute lists and Sample PR releases.

5. Managein,ent Team. The various coopera,
tive ventures have involved all members of the
Management team to build a solid power base. To
insure competitive salaries for managers, adrninis-
trativc salary, surveys have been continually up-
dated since 1969. It is important to ineltide middle
management in laborelation decisions.

? .

and frigge benefit sui'ey for food service employ-
ees, custodial and \ maintenance 'erfinloybes; -and
secretarial and clerical -employees. 'Additionally, a
Contract Book has been developed for the three
service employee_ categories.

Unit and Representational 'ProeCedings of
IEERB have been closely monitored,- particularly
where area schools have been involved. Fortunate- ,
ly, a local circuit Court ituDenton County dee,lared
the law unconstitutional and enjoined thb IEERB
temporarily, relieving local districts of, increased
problemi in labor relations.

.

=
7. Legislation." The youp.-kras a-keen tnterest

in proposed legislation. .having an impa on em
ployee relations. During the 1976 Gener 1 Assem-,

lily, the 16. Lake iCounty school corporations .
9

joined TtOgetlier to 14bby a supplemental financing
tat bill. The effort Was successful in spite of stern
opposition, from the Lake County \' Democratic
"machine".

-
The school corporations have explOred future

lobbying ekorts,for the 1977 Session.

'0
I ,

New legislation is reviewed in detail by the
group to keep abreast of changes in employee ben-
efits and labor relations..

8.. Reltzted Problenis. The NWISSC sponsored .

a meeting with an industry executive to discuss the
impact and impletnentation of OSHA. The group
examined the proposed Title IX hegulations and
shared documents inipleinenting the new law.
Likewise, the group exchanged material and poli- ,,
cies implementing the Family. Rights and Privacy. -,
Act, Lawsuits are usually discussed at the meetings
of the group. Many legal issues are raised with the
attorney-negotiators who are present,'"
, .

9. Caveat. Management cooperation between
districts will provide a defense against it i© union1k
whipsaw- tactics, hut weak school hoards nd ad-
ministrators will contiMie; for "Santa Claus".

6. Noncertificated Employees. Indiana passed , and make it difficult for those' districts that choose;
a pro-labor bargaining bill covering noncertificated to protect the ;Management position and pub-
school employees. The NWISSC developed a salary lie:



No Leaks Here
Confidentially is a necessity due to the can-

- did and private nature of 11w inforation sldred.
In the group, strategies and 'filial bargaining posi-
tions arc discussed.- If administrator's in a local
school district cannot be trusted to treat this in-
formatio9 confidentially,, they should nor be illy
vited to attend this type of meeting. Also, if a

.

union knows of the- existence of a management.
data bank;it might pirate that (rata under NUM.
standards relating to the right to infornkittion..

It is inadvisable to rely solely on the external
organization while ignoring the building of a strung

.41
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management team internally. Individuals' or a
school corporation must assunie a leadership posi-
tio in clirecting 'such a cooperating'group;- other.:
11 kV 1 he Merl hip; twill dernerate into a M.'s:)(0y.
Also, a good mediator is sometimes needed within
the vying) won relations arc strained between
s(11001 corporations. The local cooperating groups
should cooperate fully with state school board 'and-
administrative groups in fogig a concerted man-
agement position. Lastly, it -is partiodirly benefi-
cial to locate a meeting place in a restaurant with a
good bartender.

ttt
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Management_ Techniques
rizfluencing the lion to
Accept a Settlement

By Dr. Roy J. O'Neil

Like you, I've been at the bargaining table, crossing picket lines,
in legislative halls, in. smoke-filled rooms, in arbitratipnmediation,
faerfinding, lecturing, studying,. conferring, writ*. I'v been libeled,
survived strikes and personal attacks upon myself and my family and
even endured an air raid of slanderous handbills by a statewide
teacher organization. I've been in debates in emotionally-packed as-
sembly halls, in courtrooms, caucus rooms, and in judges' clambers.

-The point is this: I lave been where you have been. And I share
your concern for where we arc headed next. The topic assigned to

. me for this presentation deals generally with where we're heade'd
next. What are the ways, the possibilities for influencing the union
to accept-a settlement?

That's really the name of the entire game of bargaining, isn't it?
1.4What do you n . to do to Of a' settlement? Especially when you

know all the w tile that a "settlement" is never really that but in-.
stead, it's only the beginning point for newer anll more soaring de-
mands only a few months ahead.

. .

As I approached the matter of preparing to discuss tltis with .,
you, I began 'keeping a file of notes relating to the topic of thii; talk.

Dr. 'Roy -J. O'Neill is president of the Countersearch Corporation of
Aurora, Illinois. This paper wits presented at 114. Annual Convention of the AEN
in New Orleans, April 1, 1976.
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An anecdotal file of little girmnieks and tactics
which I've ust4d from time to time in various
Situations. l'll share some of them with you. But
first, I want you to know that there's a nio far-.
reaching sct of principles or a strategy yltie t exists
and which we will examine here today In the
meantime, then,. thcse'smaller tactics do xist and .

are useful from time to time, in varying s !titions.,

Start with the Truth
Keep in mind that these are only tactics, not

larger strategies. For openers, I'd suggest the taetid
of the tnith. It's. very important, in my judgment,
and it can be used over and over. In fact, the more
regularly it's employed, the 'more dependable it
beeothes, as a means of convincing the union that!
settlement at a given point is appropriate.

The tactic of the truth consists essentially.of
conditioning the union to expect you go tell the
truth:This is done by telliug the. truth. Oh, certain-
ly, we can't tell them everything we know. But we
can, or should, be able to speak truthfullyotimat-
tcrs that we do talk about.

Your credibility is important. If isn't neces-
sary to call The adversary a liar, when it's obvious
that he its lying. If you've conditioned the other ,4
side, to.expect you to tell the truth, the differences
between what you say and what the adversary says
may speak for themselves. Reinforce your commit-
Merit to the truth. It's the best friend a person can
have.

AttOther" tactic I've used, as you might expect,
with a substantial level of success is the offensive
counterproposal. By offensive counterproposal I
mean a counter to a bad union demand which is .

offensive, as opposed to defensive, in nature. There,

arc several examples of this which we can get into
later; during questions andanswers, if you're inter-.
este& There are 'several other .caveats which I'll
mention, although only briefly, because I expect .,
that you're .quite familiar with many or -most of
them.

Tape recordings of negotiating sessions or
keeping minatcs in as great detail as possible has

Many times become the one single precaution
which has turned the tide in the filial hours.

Know the enemy. Know the members of the
bargaining teeny.' where they are on the salary
"schedtile, the seniority list. -Which 'benefits they
have used (sick leave, maternity leave, major

etc.) and what their family situations are. Its
been helpful at times to know other things, such as
husband's or iVife's employer, combined income,
or personal pr'eferences. The reason these things
are helpful from time to time simply is that when
you've satisfied the 'members of the bargaining
team, they're going to be more effective in selling
the package to their members.

Recap for them everything they've won, over
the past fcw years. Surprising as it may seem, mem-
bers of the teachers' team often are very ignorant
about what items have been given by the hard
during recent past years. Items stick as the ctnnula-
five percentage of their increases both in salary
and in al economic items. Let them crow about
things that to their constituents.

Let them claim they've won more than most
people realize. That all helps your position. Once,
just this very effort on my part brought a quick
settlement that really didn't- expect. It was just
a matter of saying "That's as far as we can go this
timer guys. But look at where this ivill_place you-as
compared to only three years'ago." I had prepared
some summary statistics that they simply had not
bothered to consider before. It was presented from

_their point of view: "'What we've won," rather than
frOm an attitude of ,:ltobk at everything-we've
given you." Their attitude changed abruptly, and
we signed an agreement within 30 minutes. But as
we noted earlier, these arc just tactics. They can
be exceedingly important. And we've considered
just a few of the hundreds of similar tactics Whic1C
are available. You know- many more:.

I propose to move our considerations to a
higher level. An overall view of strategy,: it Gestalt,
as it were, of what is the total picture of negotia-
PonS and what leadalo ultimate persuasion of the
teachers' organization that a reasonable settlement
is necessary.
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How successfully a school board Completes
negotiations with its teachers is determined bythc
training, experience, and competence 6f its m'go-
tiator. Right? Not in [spy experience. I've (found
several other factors some of diem entirely be.
youd the control of the board's uegotiator.,.which
often have &Myr 4111)mq:ince tban skill at the

,bargiu''''ninu table.

Granted, the chief Itegotiatoe uspally.- is tile
most important individual involved lit ,sticeeiisful
negotiations. )Iorover, his skills hopefully may
extend beyond the table, and, into otherw areas
whirl greatly influence events at the table,

Six Primary Tuctors -of Suicess,
From our experiences in bargaining will'

teachers over several years, I've identified what' I
believe, to be Ow six primary factors which tontrol,
from -the board's.ponit of view, the SI1CCC4 ofne-
gotiations (Successful negotiations, for the pur-
poses. of this discussion, 'means' the conclusion of
iregotiations within eontraciaal limits-which corn,
promise neither _ fiscal nor statutory responsibil-
ities..)- Those six factors, in order of their hil-
portance, are:1

I. Constraints of Law
2. Union Determination
3. Integrity of Board and Administration
4.. Quality of Communications
5. Negotiator's Skill
6. Ability 16 Pay

Let me give some brief 'descriptions of each of
these factors:

Factor No. Constraints of Law. m, means
the extent to which statutes require boards to ne-
gotiate and/or compromise matters of public pol-
icy with epoyi!e organizations. lt is possible,
tinder /some of the very. lil,c gal bargaining laws
which have been enacted, that this factor alone
may vOid- any rasonalile oppiliiimitk for success-
ful negotiations., asefined..

For that reason we assign to this matter the
prime rank our taxonomy of success (orfailure)
factors. Under th broad privileges, bestowed by

23
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4
some legislatures upon teacher unions it ha, be-
comic o4svious that the success of nogotiatiom; cart
be'a matter determined almost exclusively by the

reardless of what the board does or tries,r.

to do:

Because the operation and effeet of thk fac-
tor may be beyond any control by the board, the
rentaining factors could be inconsequential. In
other words; it could be 'that there is little (Jr no
chance in some states to achieve su{ cessful nego-
tiations from the liublic employer's point of view.

Factor No. 2: 'Determination Of .thq,
This concerns the xteitt "Cox which the union is
limit upon. achieving highly ambitious goals which
may lie beyond the willingness or ability of the
board to meet them. If a union is determined to
destroy a board to try to win its goals, it can do so.
The level of union determination, then, may. con-
stitute a second factor which places beyond board
control .the achievement ,of successful negotiations.

Factor No. 3: Integrity of Board lifficif±12.3,...,,
istration.. The broad factor here includes su

variables. Only one of them is the personal integ-
rity. or honesty. of individuals in the management
team. The -larger aspect of this factor is how well
the board and its-administration are organized for-
effective functioning. How. well does each person
understand his role and the roles of .others? How,:
well does each perform his own role and support
the others on this team?

Factors I- and 2 lie-largely outside the span of
control- of the board. This third factor, however.
begins to fall largely within areas over hich,the
board can exercise substantial control. Because "of
this, herein lies the basic potential for. the board to
do whatever it can or will. to determine the level
of success in negotiations.

Factor No. 4: Quality. of Communications.
Here is the essence of the product of sound board
organization. Effective communication is
only as the product of good organization.. From
'integrity of organization comes effective eommuni-
catiOn. This factor, in my judgment, is the Youla-
mcptal determinant- of the success of the negotia-
tor at the . quality of communications.



&dor o. 5: Negotiatie's Skill. 'Me negotia-
tor's, skill ranlo next toast among the six primary
factors in our hierarchy. Skill at the table is im-
portant. The negotiator's skills away frinn the table
may be much .4 )re important than at the table.
For example, as 1 vital member of the nianagement
team, the nee,otii or's input into the communicar
Lions network -me timed abgye may, be fair more
important than wl at he sayg to teachers at the
table._

Factor Pk Ibitity to Pay. There surely
'will' be those IOW fault The placement of this file-

: tor at the bottom of the list. I stand by the choice
of priority:Any. chool system which is unable to
offer pay imreastS should, or 'could, be able to
communicate That fact effectively if it has tended
carefully to the 'factors over which it does have
substantial control. I

Several sub-variables also exist within this
general faefor. As an example, what happens,when
the ability 16 pay is praeircally unlimited, rather
than next- to nil? Even in such a case, resolution
of the problem probably, again reverts to Factor

communications. Perhaps because a hierarchy
of factors, such as we've, just discussed, has not
been widely considered, hoards have spent too
much effort ii areas of lower- priority while ne-
glecting others over wlkieli play do have substantial
.control. much more attention to those matters
obviously; is not only merited, but promises to re-.
turn much,better

'When the smoke. and dust have cleared fol-
lowing a teacher strike or othcf hail' confrontation
with..a school board, the post-mortern usually will
,reveal communication to have been the single key
factor which largely controlled the settlement. I
believe'this to.be true with respect to either side
board or teacher organization and to either
side's perSpective of the degree to which the en-
tire confrontation succeeded.

It may-4mrnble the negotiator somewhat to
know that Iiis bargaining skills were riot the decid-
ing factor. Xct, our experiences confirM This find-
ing over and over again in many, difficult nego-
tiating experiences. It's a lesson well worth exten-
sive consideration by school management, and
especially) -by negotiators.

Often a board determines that it must obtain
traiped and experienced representation at the bar-
gaining table. It proceeds to do so and then sits
back, expecting that its troubles are over. OW",
worse still, board members volunteer as roaches to '
help call the plays and run the negotjator's team.
Too many chefs can spoil the 'son() as effectively'
as no chef at all.. Either course spells trouble.

. .
There is an important and appropriate role for

board members and administrators in negotiations
which is different from that of the negotiator-
strategist; It ecnters in the vital processes of -
gathering and_dtsseminatiqg information, or in the
area of corn Munications.

Other Than -the Official Role
The offiCial roleof board member, of course,

may be defined quite simply. It is to set policy, by
means of his vote, which uolicy. is executed 'by
staff. So, the official To f the board member is
the same in negotiations' a in all other aspects .of
school operation. The firs job of the negotiator is
to Obtain board agreenien on this role differentia-.
Lion. A well-organized and and administrative
staff will be 'accustomed to functioning in this
manner.

If a board and its administrative staff are not
organized with well-defined roles clearly under-
stood and followed by each person, their chances
of concluding negotiations successfully arc dimin-

'ished greatly. The level to: which suck organization
is achieved determines the integrity of the manage-
ment team or.its ability to function effectively as
a unit.

Once such organization is achieved, the pro-
. duct of the organization in negotiations is com-
munication; The communications- system' is to an
organization. what the circulatory system is to an
organism, carrying itslife blood. If an aneurism
occurs, there's a critical interference with proper'
function of the entire organilation. The. structure
of the communications systent in an organizatiOn'
parallels the skeletal structure of the organization
itself. If the organization is not appropriately con-
structed its circulation and dissemination of infor-
mation will be 'impaired to an important degree.2

2,4
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Certainly everyone'.
that collective bargaining
reason, exchanging of th
claim it to be. There's Are

- in CB. It's a game of d
rather than by force
sentially is a pOwer gal
plans and conducts th
power. Ile is a power
Lions artfully to positio
as strategically as possib1

The negotiator's m
munications, Ivlien lie sp
administration and the
voice. An even more im
is far less visible but sill
tions. This is where lie c

mere long ago discovered'
isn't- the rational, rule-of-
rigs of value, that unions
little genuine bargaining

ision by reason or force,
f reason. Negotiating eS-
e. The negotiator, really,

exercise of- the board's
roker, using communica-
whilt power is available

st visible role. Is coni-
Aks for the board and the
ommunity with a single
dant aspect of his role
centered in communica-
mmunicates speaking

and listening with bis,r management team and
with the public that team represents.

The bulk of this co munieation Often falls
into the task of interpreting the meaning of organi-
zational demands to his management team, but til-
timately to. the community., The purpose of this
communication Is to inform; to solidify, to inte-
grate the identity of interests which exist between
management and the public it represents. The ne-
gotiator communicates by -advising, and being-ad-
vised by, the rest of the-management team and the
community.

Keep ,thc Public Informed
Lest- anyone questions the importance of

communicating with. the community during im-
passe in negotiations, simply let, him observe the
tactics of the teacher organization odtstich. times.
Public opinion. is their court of last resort. It is'
ours, as well. Whoever does time better job of c mmt

munleating with the people is the-odds-on favorite.
Ult;mately, a rule of thumb seems to emerge: that'
the side which conies to believe that its position
is weak in the court of public opinion Will, be the
side which becomes ready to settle quickly.

Without exception it has been my. admonish-
ment to school boards I have represented that the
most important disciissions . and ensuing ac-
tions will take place between the board,- the

O

Moe

administration, and the negotiator rather than
between the negotiator and the teachers at the
bargaining table.

Before Concluding, let's look at a few exam-
ples of the various kinds and levels of communica-
lion which typically may be involved for various
minters of the management tenni. Some are good,
others are bad. Good organization will 'promote
good. communications; poor organization invites
poor communication. Ilere are Some .examples of
each:

1. A board member meets privately with a
group of hi frien4 on the faculty to discuss what
is needet to get a settlement. (This is quite com-
mon. It's usually disastrous, too.)

2. An administrator tells a teacher that two
board members are preventing the board from
agreeing to settle. (This is always disastrous.)

3. A board mem4cAticives a call from a
teacher regarding the prortm iwnegotiationS, and
the board member listens ;This is good listening..
however, if the board me ber attempts to argue
or to respond other tha with' .nonsubstantive
courtesy, it usually means, only More' trouble.)

4. An administrator tells the Chamber of
Commerce manager exactly what the meaning is
of-wh.at the teachers are demanding. (This is not
only good, but essential communication,1_,)

5. A group of citizens demands a public
meeting with board members to discuss the prob-

lem.. The board agrees to participate. (This is-bad.
I've never seen 'a single such meeting that was, in
fact, a public meeting. They've bee'n meetings at-
tended only by- press and by teachers' husbands,
wives; children, in-lails, and their union busloads
fromn nearby towns . designed for media -PR: Far
better that the board shoitld forestall such meet-
ings by taking the initiative into its own bands and
conintunicating; befOre 411e fact, in forums over,
which it has at least as much control as does time
other side.)

6. .A radio or TV reporter asks a board mem:
ber or a superintendent for an interview on the

25
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strike situation. The management repres6itative
sends the negotiator instead. (This ordinarily is the
better way io .communieate. The negotiator is
closest to the situation and should long ago-have
been designated as management's spokesman or
should have been designated as the person to ad-
.vise the spokesman if ait is a different pilTson.)

7. Finally: A principal -tells a teacher friend
that the board would be willing to agree to settle;.
thai it's really just the negotiator wlw's holding
out. (I cion't have to tell you how to communipar
with that kind of team member.)

In summarly: Negotiations is an exercise in
power relationships. Power is generated by people.
People 'zireInvolved by sound organization. Organi-
zation operates through communications.'Alid, the
single most important factor, over IvItiehyou have
reasonable control and which, most vitally influ-

.
ences a teacher organizatign to accept a settlemept;

is effective communications.

IFrom Countersystems, January-F4ruary,1976, Vol.
ill, No. 1: Counterscarch: Aurora,

2From Countersystems, March-April, 1976Vol.
III, No. 2. Counteiscarch: Aurora, Illinois.
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An Informed Public:
Its Rights to -Information and
Its Clctim for Involvement in
hifluencing Managenient Decision
Making in Collective Bargaining

By Edna )Folz

Sin& rve been in the newspaper field for 30 years, I obviously
believe in an informedTublie. It is necessary for a viable democracy;

We have, in the past few years, seen some 6ightening examples
of what can go on in government when the public is not informed.

How many of you remember-111e Saturday Night Massacre?.
When- Ittitkelshaus and Richardson got the axe from -Nixon. Ton got
that uneasy feeling. And yon, like millions of Other Americans, were
sayin' "what the hell is going oit".ai you were desperately hanging.
On to the TV tube for every scrap of information as the news was
breaking the following Sunday. You wanted to know what was going
On in your government.' and -bet you felt strongly that you had a
right to know..11icl you not?

Well, public schools are part of government.

The right to know. has strong roots in America = and so has the
right of a free press' to ittform the people. Thomas Jefferson said if he
had to choose between a free presS andgovernment, he would choose
the free press.

Ms. Edna Fols is education reporter for The Evansville Press; Eviinsville,
Indiana. This paper 'iva's presented at the Annual Convention of the AEN in New
Nelms, April I, 1976.
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Many governmental agencies don't like to part
with. information especially school boards. And
especially at contract fink. But the state off icials
and local hoards arc representing the publie.-The
people in delegating authority do not and should
not give their public servants the right to decide
what is good for the people to know and what is
lint good for thern to know.

Some of My Best Friends
The people must be fully informed ..so they

may retain control over the public agencies they,
the people, have created. I have heard all the argti:'

clients or at least a great many why pegotia-
thins have to be private. Sonic of my best friends
arc fornier hoard members they are also busi-
nessmen -,and, of course, they contend you can't
forcefully make your moves with the news media
or public looking over a shoulder. There would be
too many scars that would never heal.

Generally, the way the game is played even

when there's a strike both sides come out win-
ners. Management and labor smile into the cameras
and shake hands. No one loses, face. But there's
also .a good possibility the public has just been
ripped off. They just don't know it yet.

With the scope of bargaining these days, the
public may wake up some morning- and find the
AFT or the Teamsters arc running the school sys-
tem.

It is time to stop playing private garbes. I pre-
mine many of you negotiators are not persons di-
reetly part of the school system but, to use the
vernacular, hired, guns-. Since I. have never been in
negotiation .sessions, I only know shat I've been
told. But I gather it would notebe-good fbr public

consumption.

Don't misunderstand Inc; I'm not trying to
put yotrout of. a job. The school corporations
and the public need someone with expertise in
the deluge of, laws and able to write sound, tight
contracts

28

Move Over
However, it, is timeto.let the public in. We, int,-

.
the U.S., have definitely moved into participatory
democracy. The public is ready! I can remember
when I first started .eovering ,education about 14
years ago. I was sometimes the only person at 4a
school board meeting beside S the board nfemberi
and necessary school administrators. Sometimes:
another newspaper reporter would drop in.

The Evansville-Vanderhurgh School Corpora-
tion in the city where I work has some 30,000,en-
rollment, a $34 million plus budget, and with
.2,500 employees is the area's second largest. em-
ployer. It is also among the one hundred largest

school corporations.

Today when that school board meets,there
are reRresentatives of the teachers association, the
Teamsiers, who represent maintenance and"custo-
dial employees, representatives for the eleinentary
and smeary principals, the Parent-Teacher As-

sociatiori, the .NAACP, League of itionien Voters,
YWCA Education Committee, someatiles the
.Chamber of Commerce, and the Community Ac-
tion Prograni. Sonic of these persons, are more
knowledgeable of the school system than many of
the people who work there sometimes more than
school board inembers.

Many of these people are women Who are not
regularly' employed outside the home, some are
men who are retired. They give time Jo monitor
school progrims; they study the sehoOl operations;
they ,serve on school committees; they attend state ,
conferences; visit other school systems; they even
study school finance and lobby at the state legisla-

ture. e
Evansville's schools are desegregated by court

order and therefore get a ldt of Title 7 program
monies, which require the, poor, the black, and
other minorities be represented, on the committees
that set up and oversee these 'prOgrams.

Recently there were &line changes on the
school board because of criticism from the press,
no less, and the public that the ,board was not
being.- responsive to the. public. The new board



president has named citizens onigi-d44, the school
corporation to committees On discipline, alterna-.
.tive programs, music, art, sports, cafeteria, and
others. The school staff, of eon*, helped secure
the citizen members.

VOuldn'.t yOu ki iw; the mate chauvinist
school administration m Hied nine (9) men and one
(1) wouna to the committees/Me woman's com-
'mittee? That's the one On sex discrimination. It
didn't take long for. the women in the audience 10
set hint straight when he read off that committee
at school hoard meeting. However, there were no
laymen named to . the negotiations connhittee.

e

.- .

Wamt to Listen In.

It NVOlild seem that it would be to the advan-
tage of-the school administration to have open bart
gaining. Let the public to know what is at stake,
what the finimee,s are, what the -school employees
are demanding, and, of C se, What the board is
offering.

it would also be incumbent on the press ,to
'fully. inform the public what the school board's of-
fer means, as well as what it says, what the union's.
requests are, and whalt they mean.

I realize this is not easy. You probably don't
trust the press; TV, and radio to ,properly explain
such coinplicated matters. And I don't blame yon!
Sure we make mistakes. We try' hard not to. 114 if
the pcolde on both sides are willing to presennheir
cases in undcrstadabli English and be cooperative
enough to answer.quest ions, then everyone will get
a fair

Being outside the school system and dealing
with educators, I can assure you idle education
establidimenta often takes a supercilious attitude
toward the public and that's not good public re-
lations.

Thumbing through a school hoard journal re-
cently, 1?glanced through an artiile kin how to get
financial issues passed by the voters. It was written
by an ,edtwation Consultant, I quote: "School fi-
nancial issues 'are %von by meaningfully inyolved

1111
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citizens. .they arc more credible in twagltbor,.
hood," and the author went on to explainsOme of
the reasons. But, he added, "citizens need direc-
tion, and they shouldn't control the campaign."

The author holds that the.citizens knOw even.
less than educators about campaigning. .and,
therefore, a ..school administrator shouldbe given
Control .and would "wbrk harder or smarter or
both.", But he -adds, "linforturiately, this is some7
thing. most citizen volunteers won't -thterate."

.

Well, can you Warne them. Can't you see the -*-
politic:In tidio has been-running his precinct for the
past 20 years, probably helped get the school
board nwitibers elected, and has some PhD, educa-
tor, who .prjhably doesn't know the area, running
the effort. It is this _kind of attitude that can turn
off the public.

But iP the educators would work cooperative-
ly with the public, then take thenLinto eonfi-
(knee, it would beittle!' better. For instance,pOst
parents are favorable ,toward teachers.. they want
their-children to have good teachers, and they want
theniipaid a decent salary, The parents also know
their kids aren't angels and have a certain sympa-
thy for the teachers. :

But when the teach ers as an organization
begin to seek 'salaries that arc out of line with the
community level for ,professionals, when they de- .

man( 'nor( and more,. time off for 'paled and
business leave when they-have three weeks vacation
during the school year and a full two months in
suunner,ana tenure, they begin to look into issues.

Then .when teachers want to set the llNso

calendar,- determine class size, and run the s 061

system for the benefit of teachers, the parents are
not so sympathetic. And they want to be heard.

The political power of the teacher unions is
also now being watched more closely by. the pub
lie. For instance, in, Indiana, thim.e have been news-
paper edit oritils dbout the many teachers in the
state general assembly introducing and voting can
bills that directly benefit the-teachers, not ncecti
sarily the education system.



Th'e NEA, and AFT may be fightink among
themselves now but chances aria still good that
they will' incite; a 2.6 million or more organization
can have a terrific political wollop. Anil as you well
know, they 'already announced their determination
to control the criteria for teaching field and
control the direction, of education. They are fight-
ing through the legislative process for 'agency or
union Amps.

Pyblie Power
All of this yOu know better than anyone, but

- 1 Simidy mention it to stress the t line is coining,. ac-
tiially it is already liege, that you -need the public,
We, the public,. will be -fighting-for the control of
thy; schools. And we know lioW to fight

look what the environmentalists, have
able to, do. Look at Conamin Cause, And I
you 'are a member; forced court action in an
major ietOry in opening Watergate.

been
hope
early

And, you saw what happened to 'the. 'com-
mon situs" or on site picketing bill.. President Ford,
last January 2, had to do an about face and veto
the bill after proini.;ing he would sign it The Na-
tional ight, to 'Work Committee has been credited
for that. Probably 921;(- of the public never even
heard of the Right to Work Committee. I'vAnown
about it but because that's part of my job But
being a liberal democrat, I simply thought of it as a
right wing group.

Ob.

C.

O

Now glad it:was there it garnered such
support- tic. President was. getting 20,000 lettersa
day against the bill.;11he public hal been liroused.
And the Right 'to Work Committee had put on a

.

massive campaign to stop the

In case you arc not aware of it, the National
Right to Work Committee has a comparatively new
-division' called ,"Cone.orned Educators Against
Forced Unionism," which is being led a former. .

teaeher, Susan Staub.-
..

....

I am not speaking against unions as such.
Unions are a vital part of the American system.
Workers have a right to 'organize, and it has been
necessary for their welfare. But, if the syStern is to

. work, there has to be fl balance of power. That's a
=crucial clement of the structure.

_ .

You arc responsible to .the public (O sec, that
that the public remains in control of the-Iniblic
scl ovqsteni and that you do not give away the
pu he control of public education at the bargain-
ing table. And, to insure that, you need the pub7
lid help.

We have the right to know, the right to pattic:
ipate. But YOU arc going to blot) it if you:and the
school boards. who_ are- our 'representatives-
continue to consider negotiations yolk private
Lack room game.
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An Informed Public:
Its Rights to Information and
Its Claim for. Involvement, in
Influencing Management Decision
Making in Collective Bargaining

By Barbara Jackson

We have before us a really important set of questions which I
will try to look at from a personal rather than a scholarly point of
View. For the last twelve-years I have been active in citizen groups in
three -American cities. On the whole it has been a heartening experi-
ence. I am convinced that we now know how to do some of the
things that need to be done, if the various constituencies of the pub-
lic schools will work ether.

That implies my answer to the first of the questions before us,
doesn't t? Yes, I believe the public has the right and the responsibil-
ity to be well-informed. Public schools are financed .1}}, the entire
community and ought to serve the entire community.-They cannot
do so successfully without speaking with and listening .to that coin -
unity.,, Take one problem - that of the all-too-common child-who
comes to first grade unprepared to learn hoW to read. We really need
his parent's and neighbor's help in the years before he/she enters
sclioal if the- school-is to be thc--best learning-place for him/her.
Somehow the school must get rid of its definition as a place set
apart from the community, Tun by. "them'; and become known as
"our'" 4Fehoot. I recall John Aluzio, then principal of the oldest s_chool
in Stockton, California, in a rundoWn neighborhood of great poverty,

Ms* Barbara Jackson is a lobbyist and active in the League of Women
Voters in Greenwood, South Carolina. This-paper was presented at the Annual
Convention of the AEN in New Orleans, Apiil 1, 1976.
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going out to visit all the finales of 'his school,
taking the locks Off-the playground gated and en-
couraging PTA teams to visit.homes and enlist the
advice of all the families-in pianning for.the'life of
the- school.

Fair Oaks Success Story .
There's more to the Fair Oaks School story

than that. I invite you todook further into it as an
example of the kind of public and professional co-
operation I think necessary for the health of the
public schools. This school boasted an unusual
three part policy- making Structure. No. policy went
into effect until agreed to by teacher, by adinis-
trators, and by the Parents Committee. The Parents
Committee was open to any parent, but its regular
participants numbered some fifty persons.

The first principle agreed to by the three
groups was the simple one, "Every child, Can
learn'', but it implied 'a commitment by all eon-
.cerned to find the way for each child to learn.
There was an interesting discussion about one prin-
ciple. The teachers proposed that .there be no
physical punishment in the school., The parents
countcrproposed that there be no "degrading"
punishment. They argued that some words could
be more damaging than a blow. The teachers
agreed to the parent's wording as being a bettey'
expression of :what they liad:7.hoped to establish
than their own words had been.

When the principal was asked. if the school
would accept the 'bus-in students .-of a voluntary
racial desegregation effort, he referred the question
to teachers and .parents,' and it was only with their
approval thatheconsented to take in the suburban
children. Bus-in': parents were invited to . join in
parents' committee meetings, and thc two groups
soon found themselves to be One unified by a
common. desire to establish the best of schools.-

When a neighboring junior high was beset by
racial. conflict, it took a .page from the Fair Oaks
book and called in parents: black, white and
chicano. -By the next day, parents patrolled corri-
dors and playgroUnd, and the .students were. ready

.to .work with school Counsellors.. in organiling
better. human relatiOns within theschool.

I. don't want to cite Fair Oaks as -a parago4i,
. ,

but it was an unusually happy school which 'was
also effective as a teaching instrument. ,Its: number
one prObleni was one of special interest to you.

"Fhe city teacher's association found the flexibility
and shared decision-making of the school very,
very threatening, and were able,. eventually, to
erase some of the innovations that were important

. to its effectiveness.

Parents Are .Needed.
Looking 'hack, I wonder what would have

happened if the public had some role-in collective
bargaining. Wouldn't the school administration
have held 'a- stronger hand if they could have cited..
public support for experimental school models? If
there had been a parents committee, perhaps,. at
the district level ?'

.

'Fair 0aks devetoped an enthusiastic corps of
-volunteers who worked in theschool at a variety of
tasks ranging from teaching.special language classes
to accompanying classes in library or zoo ,excur-
sions. One subutban mother once scolded me when
I . was talking enthusiastically -about our volunteer
fork. "No wonder," she said."Yaupeoptbat Fair
Oaks have lotS of volunteer help. So many of your
parents are on welfare: Out here both parents work
to pay off our mortgages. We haven't time to vol-
unteer." Thieve was just enough of a grain of truth
in her statement to make me pause to think. One, a
lot of poor people, whose education Level is rather
low, still have valuable gifts to offer children and
can make a good contribution to the life of a
school. Two, it is sOmetiinEs Middle and .upper in-
income families who now have the least time for
schools and 'children. In such neighborhoods .we
may need to find new strategies to enable them to

. participate in school

I do want to argue' for th e value of itch par-
ticipation. It can do_much_ to enrich_ the_s hoot. -A
remarkable example of such enrichment is written
up in a January 1976, Phi Della Kappan article,
which describes an after school. activities program
funded and run by the Orange, Connecticut, PTA..
Begun on a small scale in one school, the program

.
is 'wow available in all five elementary schools of
the district, offering gyinhasties, batran-twirling,.,,.
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wood-work, ceramics, cooking, photogta hy,
theater, and nature study among its activi es.

Such a program does.more than enrich.th life
of a- single school. It illustrates a truly effee
way of informing the public about its schools. A
study made by'Edward C..Lambert and reported
the December, 1975, Phi Delta Kappan, asked re.
spondent s ources of information about schools.
These were reported thus:,

pupil and other comments (35)

other (experience as parent
. and/or teacher, discussion

with teachers or adminis-
,

trators) (lie) ,

comments by friends (24)..

newspapers 019)

magazines (14);

television (11).

PTA' ( -9),

radio ( 7)

I think our own experience would he similar.
It means that few of our towns are lucky enough
to have newspapers like Edna's that encourage a
specialist reporter to report and interpret school
news. We depend on personal school` connections.
T c quality of that hinnarl connection will deter-
m c what we think about the schools. ,

.1'

The Sch.6ol's Drop Out Problem
Contemporary attitudes toward schools are

such as to require that we take drastic steps to re-
corninunication and coOperation between

schOots and:the public, according to "Gallup Polls
of Publie 'Attitudes Toward. Schools." ':trou have
copies three quite different newspaper clip-

pings. Each illustrates a serious alienation of
schools from their communities. Stuart Sandow, of

National Committee for Citizens in Education,
puts, it in even stronger words in his review of -

Mario Fantini's book, 111liat's Best fur the Children,
(Phi Delta Kappan, p. 569, 70, April, 1975.)

"And so WO have it: In the \past 10
years, parents have peen squtezedout of
the public schools. They: arela'asked for
anything' but their money, end they
aren't listenedoto until they geream, out
of frustration and despair, Teachers have
organized, and with their focus on better
pay and extended benefit the reasons
for teaching have often ben lost irt.the
shuffle. With so "much money' coming
from outside The community, local
school people ha've stopped- bothering
with Ideal advice and concerve. Authori-
ty is shifting: Publishers who sell bo
decide what they will,te.ach the at-
mosphere in which kids learn hest is de-
stoyed in the tension we now see in the

, schools.
s

\- s

"If teachers muSt orgar\ize to aseute,
their aggregate benefits, the level of deei-
sion making about how and what to do
with kids, will also mor further away
from the Clasiroom and. the school. Al-

lyn!' lie lost, job. sa faction will collapse,
ternalfts. de lint, teachei\initiative

acrd a professional.,monopoly will fteela
out the only suppoa they .could -have
turned' to parents and the systcin of
sehooling we cherish will by dead. The
politics /economics which have deter-
mined-the rulere game are about to-
bankrupt the players, ,urdess we eancon-
vincc `those players that they should
separaty the pursuit of obVittus benefits
from the enormous _costs to our kids."

'
Always on the Defensive- "\

Angry 'words :TIr -kind- of -words That are elle-
. ited by the manner in which many a parent con-

cern is dealt with by a school or a school board. We
need to rescue the school board' and principal from
feeling so beleaguered that their attitudes are al-
ways defensive.. Several problems must be dealt

,with. One of them is ou inability to guarantee any
educational program. .

f.
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At the present state of the art we do not
kriowfor sure how to accomplish even the goals We
can agree on. I think we need to be holiest with the
community about this. Part of their frustration
sterns front the. suspivion, that the schools know
hoW .to do the job and wont. Again, bringing
people front the community into 06. decision-mak-
ing:process will help to increase understanding of
the complexity of, the yhallenge before the public
schools:

Another probtem. is our natural human jeal-
ousy of ourprcrogatives.,That cuts two ways. It is
appropriate that school board !timbers be cautious
_about sharing .their'deeision-niaking, powers. It is

natural thut a principal share that caution. It is also
-natural that ,the community. insist that when it .is
consulted, its reports and comments he taken seri-

. ously, I -.tin a member a regional ailvisory coat-
nutter for Title XX, .atid all of its on the committee.
arc. fed-up with the...Window-dressing roc ive feel
we have Irern sucked into. That sot disillusion
pica does a program no good.

A third consideration, mit.really:a &olden' of
itself, iA the need to he open to public criticism as

.

pPssibly Imung valuable. When an issue of Your
Sch4als, lime publication -of the Friends
Service Committee., an, office, to monikor the pro-
cess of school descgregatiou iriSotith Carolina, said
our local seltool.district's discipline code wat;,not in

. compliance with state,law,,otir school officials told
the local press that )"our Scho6k. was wrong, only
to haVe the loCalnewspaper print the Your Schools
article,' -word fOr word, with the stale. law in one
column and our offending Corresponding. rules in
the parAllel column. The school _board met arid
changed the local rules, but their credibility was
seriously-hurt, by their first, angry, response to crit-
icism.

-The New .York 'Times, article about the, fired
ing of sports programs -illustrates a school board at-
titude that cam only alienate the very public it is
called upon Co represent.'

lbschools continue to be seed as the exclusive
domain of lenchers and (..idniinistralors (at war), the
public Will be reluctant to fund the activities
"they" wrry,on as education. .11r. Sandow is, I be-
lieve, correct tcspeak so gloomily.

Con-minces Aid Involvement
What 110 we do about it? Edna has mentioned

a promising .Evansville strategy one that I had
planned to iTeontmend only to find myself be-
hind the times. Community committees to tplore
questions before time 4 roard. of education ought to
be a useful step toward understanding cooperation.
Such cornmit fees-would increase the board's ability
td understand comiumityneetls. If there is any
thing we 'have learned in the past twenty Years of
civil rights -activity; it is the case with whilh one ,

part of the community can be unaware of serious
problems in some .other part of the conummity. fit
the long run we earrbe grateful for every unpleas-

, ant conlntation before school boards. Stockton,
California, _like many a city, has changed its way of
electing its school board, to assure neighborhood
voices earl be heard before angry confrontation is
required. Evansville, Indiana, has been trying out
ways to allow greateccontmunity input ever Since
the days of Wilmer Bugher's effective superinten-
dency.

Another example of fruitful 'cooperation is
found in Fair ..VIrool Finance, published the
Citizens's Coalition on South 'Carolina School Fi-
nancing. The Coalition was initiated by the League
of Women Voters and counted the .AAUW, AFSC,
Christian Action Council, Columbia Urban League,'
S. C. Conference of Branches of tlie NAACP, S. C.
Congress of Parents -find Teachers, the Chamber of
Commerce, Farm Buicau and the South Carolina
Education Assoeiation among its members. The
combioation of speaker's bureau and publication
has helped significantly to alert the state to the
need to re-exainine school finance.

A governor's Study Commission was formed
last year, and their report had led loothe introduc-
tionoof a promising bill, in the legislature. The gov-
ernor's st_typort, -as Dr.-Williams noted this morn-
ing, is important. I want, to stress that big support
had to be won Ity a good show of citizen interest.,

Wilson Riles, state. superintendent of public-.
,instruetion in California, includes the involvement
of students, parents, staff and others in the (feel.
Sion-making process at school level in the plait for
the reform of .California's-interntediate and-secon-
dary schools. This plan also calls for the advice of
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students, staff and community in the process of
selecting new school personnel. It further calls. for
utilization of material and human resources in the
community to .broaden the learning programs in
the schools.

k

This prog ram of reform is being collided with
a new test, The .California IlighSchool Proficiency
Examination, which will pkrallel the high'sohool
diploma. Students who pass the exam may- go
ahead and leave school, to enter college or the
work force. Superintendent Riles seeks also to
establish a certain level of competence, together
with a marketable skill, as a requirement for a
diploma. The New York Regents have just passed a
requirement in reading and mathematirs.proficien:
cy for high school graduation. Britain has had such
tests. for years. Such clarification of ffpals and iec-
ognition of the common concerns of schools and
communities areivery promising.

,

Our task, then, is to further the development
of meinigful and effective cooperation betweeii
schools and their communities. I have no- doubt
that such community participation will'be brought
into colleetho bargaining itself, but I think the first
efforts of our school li will be directed ioward in-
creasing community partition in'policy-making
and in Actual school life.. -

et.

7

Such developments follow different time- .

tables in different places. ,Nlany of you may work
with school districts which may need to get to
work at once- on gaining the strength oflemn
tnunity support. As Dr. Willianiti pointed out. the
number of school administrators is 'not.equal to the
number of teachers, but parents and future em-
ployees and restive 14/payers arc a very numerous
body, and they really do care and should be given a
chace to participate in building the effective
schools we. truly cannot afford to be without.

We ought to make very serious use of the an:
mud ".Gallup of Public Attitudes Toward
Education." In 1975 the Poll showed the public to
consider ':lack of digcipline" "to be the 'major
school problem. Like every one of the problems
listed as the top ten in importance, this problem
cannot be solved by a school actin* above. Joint
efforts between. schools and a variety of other
-Community organizations are needed to .find the
causes and the solutions ttf the discipline lack.

The 1975 Poll also shows a -definite drop in
public confidence in the schools.

I
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Piesenting Your Case to
Influence the liecision of a

State Labor Relations Board '
By Donald Russell

.

I've been asked to' tell you how to win a case. beforera labor.
:board. The first thing to remember is that, no matter how,skilled you
are, you can't win all the cases you try before a labor board. In
every case there is a winner and a loser.

That statement is so simple it almost seems ridiculous to make
it, but I make it not to remind you that you could lose a case.before
a labor board but to be sure that you make your client realize from
the very beginning that there are two sides to every case and that
even the "best ,advocate cannot make a silk purse out of a sow's car.

Too often I find that advocates who will try a case before a
board have not sat down and explained the realities of life to their
clients. As .a consequence, the client is naively believing that the case
that's being heard is one which he is almost certain to win. Then,
much- to the client'S chagrin, he finds midway through the ease that
the other party had a gr&A deal more to talk about and a great deal
More evidence. to present than he ever'imagined could be presented
in the way he originally viewed theease.

One of the very first things you should :do in dealing with any
labor cast is make your client appreciate that there are two sides to

. . .

Donald Russell is a director 'of conciliation for the Indiana Education Em-
ployment Relations Board. This paper was presented at the Annual Convilition
of the MN in New Orleans, April 1, 1976.
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the questipn and never, never,, never promise to
hini,a certain result. rott can never be sure on any
eivethat you will win it.

Usually when you begin on a labor cast ,. the
facts and the law -am already septet and estab-
lished hefore you ever hear the case. You, as a con-
sultant, orris an, attorney, to a party in a labor case
have little or no control over the facts and the law,
and this situation points out the very first thing
you should do.

Do maintain, wherever possible, day-to-day
relations"with your client and keep in touch on au
otigOing basis with what is happening in'the client's
situatiem, because the hest time to control and win
a case which appears before a labor board is before
the petition or complaint is ever filed.

Au example,' of this is the Clase of unit determi-
nations-. From the point 'Of view of management,
there is little reason to ever have a totally bad unit
determination against the management side. The
administrators could take actions and establish
sound personnelyraelices that will decide the case
before a case is filed. These practices would almost.
always lead to a. good result for the management
side. Yet, we see in one unit -determination ease
after another that the parties, and particularly the
employer, have done -nothing to alter bad prat; -.
tires and establish good practices which would
'provide .a sound factual basis for reaching the unit
determination that's request(Fd by the employer.'
before the labor boanj.

'Better Late Than Never
Once a case is filed before a labor board in

which a union is seeking a unit debrinination, it
is too late for the employer to do very much dual..
will affect the result oft the ease. Quite frankly,
hearing officers give little or no weight to actions
taken and documents developed after the pAition

'is filed. A job description that is prepared for a
unit determination case has little or no weight in
the outcome that is 'to follow. Moreover, a job
description that hag been written ten years before,
but which has never been followed because of
loose personnel practices, is also of little or no
weight. Hearing examiners are interested in what

V

. actually occurs, not what is assumed to occur.
Likewise, the development of,a new special proee-
Are to be used. in the discharge of -a teacher for
the first time in aft isPutod ease' is more apt to be
viewed as a railroad joiriltan it is to be viewed as
fair treatment of an employee about to be' dis- -

charged. This kind of a procedure should have been
reduced to writing and followed ri,ligiously in the
past before it's going to be giVen any kind of
weight in the instant ease in which- you are in-
volved.

I recognize that outside consultants and attor-
neys usually arc handed a fact situatioA and a legal
situation over which they have had no past control.
On the other hand, a school board attorney. or a
personnel manager for a school system is involved
on a day-to-day basis with these kinds of-questions
and should be looking toward the possibility that
these matters may, at ome point in the Suture, .
lead to unfair la practice complaint or be ,

involved in a unit u. .rmination decision. 'Good
sound perscomel practices, written administralive
ditectives, and school board policies arc. the best
way for school board to win a ease even befote
the day this petition. is filed with the labor board.
The result of most gases is decided when the petiL
lion is filed, by iriMeable actions already taken.

Ilowevar, let's not consider the water that's
passed 411117 the bridge. talk about what you-
can- do to influence the result affcr the petition is
filed. All you can do is be sure that all the good
parts of your,ease arc presented clearly and foroe-
fully. That's how you' do the best job for your
client: Sometimes a well constructed, pig-skin
purse may be more than the other side can pant to-
gether. Let's explore what you do and :what you
don't do to get the result..

Know the persons who will deride the 'case.
I say parsons because eases will involve- board
investigators, hearing officers and examiners,
and the labor board. In addition, theic'are always
the courts. All you real ji..need to do is win the fast
round, not all the rounds.

you should remember that' boards .

differ in their approaches,,and this reflects in Iww
-a staffhandlds a case. It Makes a difference if the.
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board has all statutory \functions or the responsi-
bilities are split. The federal situation has an
NLRB, FMCS, and administrative law judges, The
functions of unit determinations, unfair labor prac-
tices, mftdiation and conciliation are divided among
different, people, Some state boards are set up like
this, either by separate boarth4 attending to these
functions or by separate distinct divisions attend-
ing to these functions. This tends to lead to:a nar-
rower approach to the ease and more emphasis on
making a decision on the ease, while less emphasis
is pli!ced on settlement of the case. 0 ther.boards,
such as in Indiana, have responsibility for all,the
functions in labor relations, including unit determi-
nations, unfair labor practices, mediantion, factfind-
ing, and arbitration of contract disputes.

I recall putting the final touches on a contract
`with the carpenters one morning while weIept an

NLRB law judge waiting to start an unfair labor
practice. The NLRB trial attorney came in and
noted that we were still working on the eon tract
and not on a Settlement of the unfair labor prac-
tice. Ile asked ,if we couldn't finish the contract
that night and get. started on the trial of the unfair
labor practice because we were keeping the judge
waiting. Everyone in that room except that NLRB
trial attorney understood that the settlement of
That contract was the key to the settlement of the
unfair labor practice, 'Why did he not suspect that?
Because, he never mediated a settlement but re-
lied upon ,the law which says dismissal of an unfair
labor practice cannot be a condition of bargaining.
In the real world, It is every day.. Another example,
we have one super mediator in Indiana whom we
Sent to function as a factfinder after sonic' unsuc-
cessful Mediation. At the smile time, there were
several unfair labor pi-hi:tiers pending in the school
corporation. This_ individual hot only settled the
contract; in the process he settled everything he
could -find lying around the place including the two
unfair labor practices.

What I'm saying. is that the position that yOti
. will -want to stake out in a case may very well le-

gend npon whether you feel you may be asked to
settle it. In Indiana, for example, half of the unit
deterniinations were settled without hearing ex-
aminers' decisions. Thc.general practice was for
the teachers to ask for all *the people in the unit

and the school board to do very nearly the same
thing. As a consequence, unit determinations
ended up more a negotiations process than a pro-
cedural unit determination type of process. Where
there was fuer settlement, then generally the parties
would drop some of the more ludicrous positions
that, were really posturing. positions and narrow
their case down for the. hearing, to the real and
-tenable positions, This wasn't always the ease, but
it tended to be how the matter 'would work. In
short, 'sometimes you should approach a case as
you would negotiations, outside your ultimate
position. This is very true in Utrit determination
cases and less.true in unfair labor practices.

Boards also differ in their approach to cases.
Some bbards tend to b&very active participants in
the unit determination or unfair labor practices
case itself. The board-itself, with its hearing exam-
iner, and its staff tends to get involved and tends to
take positions. It tends to fight to hold positions.
-Other boards tend to decide only the narrow issues
which arc preSenterto them, hy the parties. This .
first kind of board, the active board, will .use. its
staff people to investigate cases; it may on its own
initiative investigate and file unfair labor practice
charges or initiate rule changes. They will take
statements from witnesses,- file and try complaints;
and look very cloSely at settlements of unfair labor
practices; sometimes will refuse to approve those.
The NLRB will look at the settlement of a dis-
charge case very closely, and unless a certain per-
centage of money is paid, as determined by the
regional director, it will not approve settlement of
the case: This is notwithstanding that the union,
the discharged employee, and the employer may all
agree that its a fair and. an equitable settlement.

'The NLRB may interpose itself between the par-
ties and .,not approve the settlement, and that set-
tlement won't be approved.

Other hoards, I'll call them judicial, let the
parties present a, case, make the arguments, and
then the board or its officer derides the disputed
issues only. The active boards may decide an issue
by rule or by policy 'o'r by broad application. The
judicial type 'of a board leaves issues open for all
the parties ul the sti,ite to settleamong theniseh
until the board is compelled to make a decision on
a specific ease with specific facts before the board.
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It, therefore, is very important to kn6w how the
9c1particular b rd you are appearing before views

.. - ...
proposeT . .tt ements of the parties. Do they ..ac-

. .

cept them or do they not?

Know the hearing examiner's background. We
know that management and unions keep dossiers
on us. They should. I think what you'll find, in
most eases, is that the hearing:..examiner that
you've drawn is intelligent and '136-1) educated.
What, in essence, you. have thenqs a hearing ex-
aminer who can be educated but is not necessarily

` enerieneed and educated in, the area or your (his-
,

pute.

Start from the Bottom'
Therefore, assume that the hearing examiner

' knows nothing. School practices and policies vary
enough from district to district that even hearing
examiners who have worked in school districts as
administrators, consultants, teachers or neutrals,
still must be told what you 'do ip your district.
If you do not edueatethe hearing examiner as to
the specific facts and their specific application in
your school district,* can only draw upon general
knowledge of the area in dispute. And, you might
lose the case because you failed to-explain to him
how your situation is different. FOr example, in
an unfair practice. ease involving discharge
of a teacher for le:Lieber union activities, if you are
saying, as the 'defense in the ease, that teacher was
let go because he had bad evaluations, it's not
enough to simply talk aboht evaluations and as--
sume that a hearing examiner knows- what you

,:,--- mean.. It is inci nbent upon you to explain how
you 'do. evalua ones; why you do them, who does
them, when icy're done, how- unich, the teacher
knows, etc. 'hen, prove that you do, in fact, carry
it out the same, way in each case Dnd hoW, it applied
to this specific teacher. Then, state this teacher was
fired because his evaluations were low, just as we
always fire teachers whose evaluations arc' low.,

1

Don't assume that a. hearing examiner knows
all the law:. You can assume he knowis the law per-
taining to the issue before you. 13iit, he also relies
upon you. to inform him as to what you believe the
law, is and how 'it applies to the specific facts in
this case. More AmportantlY, some of the more

complicated, complex school laws are-not generalNf'7`2
known to some hearing examiners: No hearing ex-
aminer is going,, to be offended 'by you providing -
him, in your brief or in your arguments or some- 1._

Where in your ease,- the citation's to the kw Lhat
you believe are applicable. Even if he isftware of
that law;a hearing examiner would rather have you .

point out the applicable law to him than to miss it.

Do keep in mind that the hearing examiner is
not the lust word. tt is important that you make a
record with facts facts as related by witnesses.
facts as told by documentary. evidence; and fadts
by -other material evidence. Don't let a hearing
examiner talk you out of introducing an essential,
part of your proof. lle may think the point has al-
ready been made while you do, not believe it has
been, or he may tell you he underStands that is
the fact. ,The reason yoh gb ahead and introduce
your evidence anyway, even though the hearing
examiner "already understands the import of it,
is that later on some court may be searching the
record for the propf that you were 'required to
make to' support the hearing examiner's decision.
Even though the hearing examiner rules in your
favor, if you don't introduce the evid'etiee to sup-
port his conclusion, the court will reverse him.
Therefore, remember,: you are, pursuading the
court at the ,same lime you arc' persuading the
hearink, examiner, and it's important to remember
that while you are persuading' him you must also
be making' a record. On' its face, it will.persuade a
persOn who reads it, later on.

-:,Read the law-and the rules. Many- practition-
ers get into trouble in hearings, over the simple
failure to read the rules and to know" the time
frame within which they are to file pleadings. It
must be remembered that an unfair labor practice
in most cases must be filed within a certain statute
of limitations. Likewise, it should be remembered,

if yOu fail .toansweran unfair labor practice charge

before some labor boards within ten days. the

board. will deem your failure to answer as being an

admission that the. charge is true. Likewise, the
time frame within' which to appeal the decision for

full review 'by the ,full labor board, fter a hearing
examiner has made a decision, is usually an ex-
Aremely short time. In Indiana you arc given only

five days after the unit determination decision is.
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received by you in which to declare your intent to
ask the fidl board to review the decision. Much
more timc is given for the preparation of the tran-
script, and all you're tieing asked to do in those,
five days is to send in .one written sentence to the
board indicating your desire to have the full board
review the hearing cxaming's decision. However,
it's very easy to let those five day* slip by and lose
the right to the full review.

Keep Your Laws Straight
One ti,f the reasons you read the lalv is to

make sure that ylri don't bungle your case by argu7,
ing the law' of another state. This sometimes hap-
-pens. The, thinking of the advocates is colored by
what has been done in ,other states, and laws do
vary enough that they should be read and reread in
each case,

Do try the law if it's for you That's very
simple. It means that if the law is ,in your favor,
use it and don't complicate the facts. On the other
hand, try the facts if they are for you. This is gen-
erally the situation you arc looking at because
labor law is usually a Pretty out and dried situ&

It's,.not hard to find the law that applies to
Viost, cases, ,kit most labor cases, and particularly
unit dcymination cases, turn upon the specific
facts. Everybody knows its.anunfair labor practice
to discharge an employee for union activities. It
is the facts and eircumstances,.statements of peo-
ple and documents surrounding the discharge Of a
teacher that arc the things that make up the mind
of the hearing examiner as to whether discrimina-
tion was on the minds of the school board or their
annts when the decision to fire thc teacher was
made. The he. mg examiner, after all; cannot read
the .school b ard's mind and therefore can never
know for certain if there was discriinination.

Yoi -can't sec discrimination. You can °Lily
find the it is there, like electrons, by the effect- it
has on rings around it. Rarely do employers ex-
press i in writing or Orally. Actually the hearing
exam n. must .196-k at all the objective facts did
from those terminc, in a subjective way, what
the motivation of the board was when it discharged
this Water..
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Do prepare your case iiunediately. This
means' that you don't 'wait around until the case is
set for a hearing. before you start tolpirt together
the evidence and witnesses you will use in the cage.
First, you get' 'yourself into d bind on time,
and it will become necessary to ask for a eintinu-.7
ance. You -.may- or may not get the continuance ,

because some hearing examiners and boards look,
upon them very unfavorably, especially 'whenyou.
have had ,ample time to prepare. Secondly, even if
you get the additional time you request, it will
not be a great deal of time. Yon may still have to ..

tp_414.2!.u. case together too hurriedly. and not be
able to give it sufficient thought to make an [We-

_

quatd4 presentation. These arc npgative reasons as
to why you should not wait to begin to prepare
your case. More positive reasons are that by talk-
ing to the witnesses and gathering the evidence
early, you will be able to gather the facts more
clearly before the memories of the witnesses grow
stale. Morcovert. by early preparation you may be
able to also obtain an early settlement by talking
to the other side and settling the case, thereby.'
saving your .client the expense, time, and effort of

t.an unnecessary unfair labor practice case.

Points to Consider
In preparing for thc case you should do the

following: -

Identify the issue in dispute. Remember, if
you are the charging party, only the issues charged
in the complaint will be tryable, and if you are de-
fending the ease, you should keep in ruin(' that you
have-Qnly to. defend yourself against the charges
set out in the complaint itself, and not a, lot of
extraneous matter.\

'however, in the trial of the case, be certain
that you object if the other side starts to prove
unfair labor practice which was not alleged in the
_complaint itself. If you do not object to the admis-
sion of the evidence, the. hearing examiner could
still find you guilty of that unfair labor practice,
even though it was not specifically, stated: in the. -
complaint. Keep your eye on the ball in doing your
preparation, The -ball is .the unfair labor practice
complaint. That is what you must hit. That is'what
you must drop in the corner pocket.



Find tint whathappened. Find out everything
that happened. Find out with r pee to every
factual issue; who, what, when, wher why and
liow that matter was completed.

Estriblish what your pofition is. Fur example,
in a discharge case, your position will generally be,
the teacher did not meet the criteria of profes-
sional excellence that the school board eStAblished,
and therefOre. the to c, was not granted tenure,
or his'or her contract wAg'not renewed. Or for ex-
ample, I have taken the position that laid off em-
ployees were not rehired because an Equal Env
ployment Opportunities Commission letter, served
by a government official required that the corn- .,

panyl represented increase its numbei of minority
workers: Tine, two white workers in layoff. status
could not have been rehired, regardless of their
uniodactivities. This is the reason they were passed
over and not rehired% Not because of their union
activities.

Locate the evidence that supports your posi-
tion. This will include all tilt witnessesand' docu-
ments that support it. You should make a check
'list for xourself of the facts which you must prove,
and set out beside each fact the name of the wit-
nesses and the documentary evidence which will
tend to prove that fact. If you make such a chartit
will be invaluable tb you. It may, if it's good
enouffb h also be a great aid to the hearing examiner
in reviewing the evidence once it has been ,.pre-
sented to him. You should also put, together a
second cheek list of the facts which the other side
must proveto make its ease and then anticipate, as
best youcan, which witnesses willbe used by the

_ other side in order to make its ease. In other
words, you will be anticipating how the other"side
Will prove its case, and it will put you in a better
position for -er-oss-examination and for presentation
for your own direct and rebuttal/evidence to refute
his allegations: In. almost every case, where the
parties have to ask a trial examiner to permit them
to submit evidence after the hearing, it is because
they did not, get through the process that we have
just talked about.

Use discovery procedures where they are
available.' In some jurisdictions it is possible to take,
the depositions of..witncsses before they go on the

standrthis is the best thing to do with al adverse
witness. You can find out-what the adverse witness
will Say before he actually .t.oets before a hearing
examiner and makes-the statelent.ltigill put you
in a position to have evidence prepared and ready
which will refute.his statements, if he should 'make
them before -ttio, hearing examiner. In a ninutte .
well talk about cross- examination and I'll discuss
my feelings about. cross- examination of -witnesses
who arc lying. )

.

If discovery nethods are not available to yen,
then get the witnesses in and take statements from
them. ,Handling of adverse °witnesses, partintarly
tht complainant in an unfair labor practice case,. .
is an extremely ticklish situation, so it cannot be-.
done in a ,high-lianded way. However, there is
nothing improper about you asking a perionla tell.'
you what statements he intends to make at the
hearing and te. take those statements Emil ini in
an effort to defend, yourself against an fair
labor practice ease. This should be done with
assurance to the employee that regardless of what
he says, there will be no 'reprimand for his testify-
ing in the trial. Get every possible ,document arid.
statement of adverse,' and friendly, witneAses. You
never know how one of these will help you. Keep-
ing good personnel files helps hare.,

:Do prepare your witnesses for the ordeal that
they are about to undergo. Prepare, them promptly
and immediately, after you learn about the case,
so that you can draw from their memories while

still fresh., Then, later, after you have worked
their original statement into a list of questions
that you'ilitend to ask them at the trial, go back
and visit with the witness again and ask hint the
questions, The first time you talk to him, draw
from him all that he knows; the second time you
meet with the witnesses, you should be prepared to
ask him specific questions that you will ask him in
the h"cfaring itself: ,

Is it 'proper to interview witnesses? Of course
it is. It's not proper to tell witnesses to lie or to,
plant thoughts or facts in their heads. 13c careful of
witnesses who -try to please you. They could hurt
you. Eadh witness should be made to understand
that you ."Pant liiin to tell the,truth in the best way_



that he knows how. He should be made to wilier-
, stand there is nothing.improper about you asking

14" him what his testimony will be if he is dallcd as a

witness".

Tell the witness.. not to wander from the
question.. Ile is to answer the question you ask
him as shortly and as simply as be possibly can.

Don't use each witness to prove the entire
case. Use a witness to prove what he can testify to
of his own knowledge.

Tell the witness not to make assumptions..
-If he makes assuniptions,about things that he does
not really know about, he may lie totally de--
stroyed on cross-examination.

Tell your witnesses to let .you, worry about
the law and the briefs., Their job is to state farts
not conclusions. For example, don't put a superin,
lendent or a school board member 'on the stand
and ask -him if a department chairman uses inde-
pendent judgment to hire, fire and direct the
activities of other teachers. gather, ask that person
which teachers oired last year, who inter-
viewed thorn, and if the dcpartnient chairman in-
terviewed tfiem. Ask him to pin down the dates
that the, departiOnt chairman interviewed them.
Ask him to tell specifically who' was talked, to after
the interview, and so on. Hearing examiners are
not interested in witnesses usurping their power to
reach it- conclusion of law; rather, they are looking
for the witness to slate facts that will support a.

-. conclusion.'

Tell the witness to stop when an.objection-is
ntade to a question, especial' if you are making
the objection to a question on cross examination.-

.Show the documents to the witnesses. Comb
the document careful!) so that y on, and the witness
understand every part of it.

.

Prepare the witnesses for cross - examination.
After, the witnessis asked the questions on direct,

. ask n11-iiestions von texpect 4)1i Ci-OSS-ex and-

fiation. Tell him that he may be asked if he dis-
cussed his testimony with you and if you told him
what to say. A, truthful reply to that should be

r

that you asked him what his testimony would be
and that you told him to tell-theist-IA

Many of the most .sticky parts of your case
can best be explained by a well prepared witness
bn cross-examination by the other side. Emphasize
the importance on cross examination of nOt.mak-.
ing assumptions about thingS he doesn'know and..
only answering the question asked without volun-
tccring information, unless you have thoroughly
discussed the answer he will give. It is.iiot improper'
for,a 'witness to admit that he doesn't know the
answer. It's not the superintendent's job to know
everything that happens on a' day to day basis in
a school., However, his credibility aas a witness is
destroyed ifheasstimes he knows and answers a__
question which can be proven wrong...

. ,
Each witness should be told that fie is provid-

,-
ing a piece of a total ,picture and that you will tie
it all together in the end. After you have talked
to gill witnesses, seriously consider not using some
of them. Your presentation will be better ifit's'
shorter.. Also you will find that soine'people make
better witnesses than -.others.' Use the best board
member or principal,. and eliminate the bad ones.

Do evaluate the ease with your client as soon

as inissible after you have all the facts and law.

Do know what your authority to settle is...
Find' out what .your client needs as a foinimitin
from the. case, just as you establish guidelines in
bargaining. You never know when or where the op-.
portunity to settle may present itself. It inay be at
a seminar, on a street corner,. or during negotia-

- tions,.a grievance procedure or an arbitration case.
Settlement .of labor eases is like settlement in
negotiations - there is a quid pro quo. Often) the
.trade4iff foi settlement is n'ot within the case it-
self. It may-well beaanother case or an item on the
bargaining table.

Explore settlement with the other side as
soon as possible before the claimant and his repre-
sentative get too locked into their position -Prompt
settlement of any disagreement is usually better.
Last year I settled a teacher discharge in two hours
by simply asking the' president of the association

what the teacher really wanted. It turned out she
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didn't want reinstatement because she knew she
had done a poor job as an instrumental music
teacher. We settled for a letter of recommenda-
tion of her as a 'vocal teacher a fob we really
felt she could-do. In the process the school saved
thousands of d011ars in legal fees.

Do submit a pre-hearing. brief. A pre-hearing
brief, setting out your position backed with the
law, and the fats you intend to prove, is len times
more .effective than a post-hearing brief. It .starts,
the hearing examiner thinking your Nrav,-- and he
hears the teStithov and reads the evidence with
your posiliOn in mind. Too Many people wait until

. the evidence is in before .taking a legal position.
As a l'esult, the evidenei., dbes not fit their theOry,
and the hearing examiner. has already begun to, ap-
proach the case on the theory of the other side or
on one of his own. I have had post-hearing briefs
Persuade me to deeidc differently than I planned
as I left the bearing, but frankly that happens
rarely.

f

A BrIef. is Best Brief
The..;fiiief shoilid educate the hearing exam-

iner. 'ten-1.1,4)er, he knows ,.nothing of your case
and, even if Ile does, the record is a bare sheet of
paper. lie can't rule your way with onl Ovidence to
suLayart his decision. Keep the brief short it has
more hnimet that way. Tell the hearing examiner
what you' will prove, so that he recognizes it even
if your witness does a poor job of (-.xplaining it.
Cite cases in your favor, but don't eliain cite. A
hearing examiner who sofTs a litany of eases is apt
to think you arc weak on the law. Ile wants the
one ease that is just -like this one. Try to avoid cit-
ing other jurisdictions. You are usually better-off
basing yourcase on interpretation of your statute
tITn on a case from another jurisdiction, unless
that case was docided'n the same statutory langu-
age. If 111cl-cis damagingeAlenee that you believe
is irrelevant, say' so in hue pre-hearing brief so that
you can keep it out of >the. record 'altOg'ciiidt.,
rather than to have to argiiiiin a post-hearing brief
that it. shouldn't_ be considered. Discuss the reme-
dy2For example, you may have given assistance to
an employee organization and should be ordered
to cease and desiSt, but that is different than
dominating it, with the remedy being that it

cannot appear on' the balkt or the issuance of a
card bargaining order, in favor of the Other organi-
zation.

Do use an opening and closing statement to
remind the hearing examiner of your position and
what you hope to prove. If you are defending, it is
almost always better to ask to delay your opening
statement until you start your case.

At the hearing, don't be litigous and argumen-
[alive. The hearing examiner is going to deride the
ease on the evidence, not, On arguments. You 'Can't
help yourself, but. yOu 'could yourself on a
elose-case...

-Do be firm and.try your own ease., By this I-
mean, don't, apologize for what your:client did
even if it could have been. better. I have seen a
hearing examiner; who was an ex-NLRB trial judge,
say he thought the board's evaluation criteria were,
poor. Ile said so strongly in his decision, but he
also ruled in the board'S favor becausC there was no
proof of discrimination for protected activities.
Likewise, present facts to support your contention
and don't worryabout the other' side's case.

I once Ivan an NLRB3 case where we were
charged wkla' taking iinilateral, action on a negd-

\liable item. Not once "Aid we ewer use the word.
`unilateral," but rather we designed the wliole'eas
to. prove that". the matter_ was negotiated at the

;table and. dropped as /trade-.Oft If we had tried to
prove circumstances justifying a unilateral change,
and we could have taken that tack, we would prob-
ably have lost.

Do expect your witnesses to' become 'con-
fused. If that hippenS, simply tell the hearing-ex,
aminer that the witness is not saying yliat he told
you previously and the witness will usually alder-

/ stand what he is doing..'
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. Do be prepared to-use alternate, Methods of
proof in ease your witness, is- confused, 4:K you, are
not permitted to. introduce 'evidence as you
planned. Here- the check list of proofo, with
nesscs and documents next to each proof,- is, an
invaluable aid.



Don't put. your case in a cross-examination.
This is one of thb most common mistakes-Kite by
advocates. If you piestion an adverse witness on all
the points he made he will. merely reiterate and
strengthen what he has - already said. I Icave seen
Ouncil prevent irrelevant evidence on direct ex-
initiation by properly objecting to it and then

open the door for it on cross-examination by ask-
. big- a question about it. Remember, you can object

to a witness. moving outside the relevant issues on
direct, but you can't do it if you asked the pies-

. tions. If a witness is lying you are better off prov-
ing it with your witnesses than to expect that he
will adini0t. Changes are he'll take himself off the
hook by explaining his inconsistent testimony. If
he is inconsistent, say so in your closing argument
when he no longer can explain the inconsistency'
away.

Don't ask a 'question .on cross-examination
unless you knoW and can prove the answer by
other evidence. Curiosity is-hard..to control, but be-
-fgrc you satisfy Your curiosity be _sure you want.to
live .with the answer you may get. Don't argue with
a witness. Let poor testimony fall of' its own
weight and tear it apart in your closing statement
or post-hearing -brief. Anybody can make a witness
uncomfortable but doing so usually: only brings
sympathy to him. if you, get. a smart dee witness
oil cross-examination; swallow your ego and let
him destroy hinilelf.loassure you, he Will._

Don't hide evidence or witnesseseast,
don't give the appearance of doing so. Trris doesn't
mean you have 16 introduce adverse documents.
You simply conic prepared. to acknowledge. their
existence and explain ,why -they arc not relevant.
For example, if you Ride a good evaluation of a
teacher who was discharged- for other reasons you

i_
simply lend weight to an evaluation that is not rele-
vant as far as: you are concerned. You would be
better. off to admit that the teacher's classroom
performance, as measured by evaluations, was

..

good .but that you discharged him for another
reason poor parent-teacher relations. Don't
Undetestim te the other side. Assume they know
every fact and legal argunient.you know..The odds
arc that they do.

Don't rely entirely on testimony. Vse exhibits
where they apply. For example, in a discharge case, ttt

ersider introducing an exhibit showing the evalua-
tion scores of all teaehers discharged o'er the past
five years, to demonstrate that., the complainant
ranked lower than ,most, or introduce an exhibit

namesof union leaders who were granted
tenure, given special privileges, etc. to demonstrate
that. activists are promoted and treated fairly by
the board.

Do-rely on noninvolved people as witnesses.
Board members and superintendents like to tes.titv
to explain the actions they took: The most credible
witness, however, is -a principal or department
chairman who is not involved in bargaining or per-
sonnel but has reepmmended nonrenewal because
of a deficiency he believes he sees in ,a teacher. On
unit determinations, the principal's testimony is far
more valuable in telling what actually occurs than
the suficrintendent's understanding of 'what is sup-
posed' to occur. I once refused reinstatement of a
teacher in a case where ordered it..for two other
teachers, primarily because a guidance counselor.
testifying under subpoena,' reluctantly admitted
that the discharged teacher had pooh classroom
discipline and that he' should not be granted ten-
ure.

Do submit proposed findings of fact and con-
clusions of law. It is a good way to review the facts
for the hearing examiner and insure that his find-
ingg, if favorable to you, will be well grounded so
that they will not be reversed on board or judicial
review.

I haven't discussed facifinding here because
.that is an altogether different animal. Generally
speaking you ;should "consider factfinding and issue
arbitrations as extensions of the collective bargain-
ing process. This means that the neutral. will Most
likely be attempting to reach a result that he be-
lieves. the parties themselves. would -a d should
reach if they were bargaining in good faith: This is
particularly true, in advisory factfinding. Binding,

arbitration, on the' other hand, probably is ap-
proached by neutrals as a situation in which equity
sh ould .be.done.,-This must hexontraded with the

. narrower approach, to unfair labor practices and
taut determinations Where narrow legal issues Must.

he ruled upon.-
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The Influence.of
"Goldfish Bowl" Bargaining

in Education

By Dr.- Donald R. Magruder

. Assume that yuu are entering collective bargaining with your
teachers' union for the first timetundcr a state law recently adopted
by your legislate e. You are representing ,school management. Al-
though the Jaw krmits you to meet in executive session with your
school board to discuss union proposals, counterproposals, or the
various limits to which you may go, the actual table negotiations
must be open to members of the public and-the news media. Awarc-
.ness of this provision of the lawhas influenced you to hold thefirst
negotiatiMis session in a high selnziol auditorium, with the table set-
on the stage.

As you gaiher your team about you and walk onto the stage,
you are .flabbergasted! Approximately one-half of the auditorium is
filled with teacher union memberg. News fnd television camera
lights have been placed around the table on the stage. Newspaper and
television reporters clamor at you for-copies of the counter-demand&
that you intend to present in return. Members of the audience also
request copies of. these materials, reminding you all the while of the
public documents law and "their right" to obtain a copy.

As you begin the .process of collective bargaining, the icacher
union\ represent4tive makes an opening statement. The audience

Dr. Donald 11...Magruder is executive director of the Florida School. Boards
Association. This article was presented at the Annual- Convention of the AEN in
New Orleans, April 2, 1976.



chew's! You' atitnipt to make your opening state-
ment. Your 'remarks arc drowned in "catcalls"
from a lou&-=.!kooing" section, expertly led by an
individual holding up cue cards.

, .

Think that this scene is far-fetched? Not at
all! It is being repeated more and more around the
country as collective bargaining gains momentum
in the public sector. Doors to the inner sanctum of
public officialdom arc coining off at ever in-
creasing rate, ostensibly as a ,reaction to the peo--
pies' "right to know" and to witness the dkeigion-
making processes that will .affect them. The culmi,
nation of this effort has taken place in the state of

. Florida, 'where the people had already gained. the
Strongest "sunshine law" in the nation. It seemed
natural, then;, for the legislature of Florida to re-
quire that all collective bargaining sessions. in the
public sector take place in the "sunshine," 4nd to
permit the operation of the "public documents"

. -law, which requires documents placed by repro;
sentatives of schOol boards- on the bargaining table
to be made public.

Now that the public employees collective bar -
gaining law has been in'effeetin Florida for over"a
year,..it is possible to examine the experiences that
have taken place, the attitudes of the partiesbar-
gaining 'index the restrictions ,of-this' innovation,
and at least superficially, to examine the ,effect
that bargaining in the sunshine has. had 'upon col-
lective 'bargaining contracts in education.

The People's "Right to Know".. The move-
ment to'involve more active citizen participation in
the nation's public schools is an organized Move-

-meta, spearheaded by the National ComMittee for
Citizens in Education A "Common Cause" for
education. Pierce,' writing in "Public Testimony on
Public Schools," a publication of the National.
Committee for Citizens in Education (NCCE), re-
ported that- "Eventually, the process of negotia-
tions should be expanded to inc'hidc parents and
students, as well as teachers and -managers."' lie
stated further that "for collective bargaining to
serve the public interest, the public must have

A
some control over the outcome of the bargaining
process." Pierce added that citizens cannot influ-
ence the results 'of the bargaining proceSs. in the
inarket,' so the public should exhibit their control-
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by directly participating in the-collective bargain-
ing that is taking place. Ile argued that, in gontrast
with the private sector, the public must be ontent
with the decisions of management and for
they do riot have. the choice of buying elsCwhere..
'The question is' asked: "flow can negotiators be
accountable fo the public whenjhe public is ex--

"eluded from participation, and no records of the
negotiations are available ? "

Ina latter to the media, then governor, of New
York, Nelson Rockefeller states: "The public has a
right to know the full details of agreements
reached with public employee groups. More often
than not, these agreements involve large sums of
publiclundS.At the same time every ,effort sh uld
be made to avoid Interference With the cone we
*gotiating process.r

These comments arc but two examples of
many that summarize the school of thought advo-
cating the public's "right to know" with .respect
to public sector collective \bargaining.

1 4.

The Effects of "coldfi,qt Bowl" Bargaining
in Florida. As was stat d earlier, the Public EMI
ployees Collective Bargai mg Act,..a( ipted by the
Florida legislature in 1974; required tl all public
sector collective bargaining in the state take place
in open §essions, The only crack the sunshine
law permits the chief executive, the superintendent
and his negotiator to meet in executive session to
disciiss the collective bargaining parameteis, stra-
tegy and other matters with the school board. The
actual collective bargaining table sessions, however,
must be conducted in public. y

The 'Florida School. Boards -Association. 'has
recently conducted a study of "goldfish bowl"
bargaining: and its effect on. collective bargaining
in education particularly from the viewpoint of

°management. The study was based upon question-
naires sent to school board Members., superinten-
dents, chief negotiators for management, school
board attorneys and otheK. Representatives of the
teacher unions were conflicted; and the -resulting
collective bargaining contracts were reviewed.
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The B6ar'd Says

S'clipol Board illealbers. Florida -has -349
school' board. members. Nearly one-third of them,
or -.HO,. :responded to the question: "As .a school
board member- do yoii prefer that collective bar:
gaining involving the public sector-be..performed in
open .sessions ?" Sixty-eight responded in 01.6. af-

firmative 33 in the negative. With respect to the
question: Ilave you experienced difficulties with
collective bargaining as a result of the requirement
for "sunshine bargaining"; 29 board members,
answered in the affirmative; and .70 'answered in
the negative. Those responding in the affirmative
offered the following reasons for their Views:

"Since we are concerned, at the table, h
the public's SchoolS, children, and taXes-,,,it
comes imperative that the public., know the de-
mands of-the union on these -resource's."

"Public bargaining is. not comparable to pri-
vate Sector bargaining. Any Money spenfrepresents
taxpayer's funds, and they are entitled to a blow 7'

by blow: eseription f the process. The threat of
publicity tempers dein. ds."

.prefer to keep the negotiations process
open because it's easier to reveal the rididulous
position of the union."

"I feel bargainhig in the sunshine,- is beneficial
as it giVes the publie the opportunity to attend

. meetings and get the true picture of both sides."

"I prefer the sunshine in this area because the
and ;others are aware of requests and facts.

Prior to this, the union said anything in the presS
.

to their advantage and' most of the time not true.
Sunshine deters this behavior.",

"1 believe that the taxpayers should be hal:
volved-to a certain degree in the collectivC bargain-
ing process.' .

"Sunshine is on the side of admirnstration,
not labor."

"From comments and phone calls that I have
received from -the general public, they have 'favored
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the .bOar4's p ition in collective bargaining. To
kccp it in the pen will keep the public better
infogitied. of wh t we are already providing the
teachers."

.

01.

Board's members' views with respect to the
press:.

"With open bargaining,
,

\I have
press coverage can be a mana0inent a

"Small districts benefit by sunshine bar
gaining." The impact of community opinion
very effective."

Und that
vantage;

"If bargaining is closed, one side on tell the
press whatever they want and probably get it,pub-
fished."

"It is my 'feeling thatsthe press deliberately
attempts to breate controversy which is .upsetting
to the teams."

Comments y board member4, who c erred'

ibariqg in executive sessions:.

"I feel that open meetings restrict e

because there is no way to 'take hack' any state-
ment made and then published bythe Media re-
garding a position."

"True n g tiations do not nori rally take
plaee..The process takes twice as long. rnployees
use sunshine bargaining.as,a forum to get 11 petty

items in print:"
8

7 "We need privacy on both sides. Adverse
news releases, statements without facts, and no
real fed for Florida's financial setup render public
aid useless."

.

\\
"It (sunshine 'bargaining inhibited the, possi-),

bility -of compromise. Both sit es were less willing
to conipronlise in frerrit pf the-press."

.

"Many teachers attended meetings boc no.

and hissing creating distUrbances and very fe
if any, (Act' of the public attended.'
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iVith respect to the views, of the elected
sellout officials, the school board mebers, by
greater. than a two to one inajority, "goldfish
bowl" bargaining is approved and recommended.

The Superintendents Oorninent
4 With respect to the state organiza,,tion of local

education in Florida, the county system is
There- are 67 schodi districts and 67 evitties in
that state. Fifty of the superintendents are elected
by the voters of the district, and 17 are appOinted
by the local school board.

The collective bargaining law in Florida places'
the responsibility for condiretig negotiations
squ.arelyr4U the superintendent or his designee.
Further, upon reaching agreement, the superinten-
dent is required to sign the agreement and present
it to tine- school liccard for their approal.

Of the 67 .superintendents,, 4.2 responded in
the present study. In answer to the question:' As a
superintendent do you prefer that collective bar -:
gaining involving the public sector be performed in
open sessions, 27 answered "yes" and 15 answered

0011.

of the superintendents indicated that
they had Fxperineed no difficulty with open bar:
gaining, ;while /12 stated that they had experienced
some difficul ties with the situation.

/
CoMments by the superintendents: "When

siders the right Li) the .pIliiie to come and
tow the bargaining is conducted, this case

iably outweighs the fact that bargaining is
41114 a bit more effective in secret.

one
'hear
pry

"One. advantage ;is that the bargaining unit
cannot use the :press to gain ptilAie suPport for
their position because ,the press now hears both
sides of the issue."

'1 7 -

V.

"If the public has a fight--to information on
personnel appointments, hndgets, currieltuff deci-
sions, proposed sehoOl .construction sites iniregard,
to'priblic education, surely they have a right to
decisions relating to collcctiyc bargaining."
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"Open bargaining helps the -third, public:,
interest, to have a bearing on negotiations."

And on the other hand ....
"Only teachers have attended our bargaining

sessions, and they have not always been courte-
ous."

`-`Too melt paying to the press.andPor-audi-
(ince."

, "Generates too much news copy prior to
agreement; encourages maintenance of public,
image; keeps union supporters worked up for the
duration of the bargaining and prolongs the pro-
cess.."

"I found the union to be hostile when agroup
vas watching; the lar4er the grout), the more hosti-
lity."

"We finit almost impossible to reach final
agreement with a roomful, of on-lookers and
media." j ;

"The glare of publicity tends to Itariten lines
which can be Compromised only with difficulty."

In our original hypdthesis, it was believed that
the superintendents would prefer to have bargain-
ing in the shade. The results proved that the hypo-
thesis was really not ID aecrate one that overall,
as a group, they preferred bargaining in the open;

The 'Chief ,Negotiators Say

It) the conduct of the study, the chief negotia-
tors of the schOol districts were sent, a fai rly com-
prelensiye questionnaire regtipling collective bar=
gaining in the sunshine.' Since these .persos had
been designated as the "front line forces" in ,im-
plementing the collective bargaining legislati4, it
was our intention to gain as miler' from their ex-
perience as possible. The communicanonwilk the
chief negotiators requested information on the
folloitiing items:

"With respect to' management's position in
negotiations, 1.) What do you think are the



advantages of bargaining in the sunshine?" 2.)
What were th&disadvantages? 3.) What were the
advantages for the imployee organization? Disad-
vantages? 4.) Do you believe that bargaining in the
smishineshould be continued in. the law? 5.) State
the average number of persons in observation at
your negotiating sessions? And, finally, 6.) Were
representatives i)f the press present?

Forty-one responses were received. This num-
ber represented 88% of the school districts in col-
lective bargaining last spring. The results were as
follows: Twenty-three negotiators believed that the
law should be changed to permit bargaining in the
shade. Fourteen believed that Bargaining should be

nconducted in the open, and four of the egotiators-
didn't want to comment until they talked to the
superintendent or school board.

Most . reprigentatiVe of the negotiators who
believed that bargaining should be conducted in
private was Fred B. Litton, a Chil:ago attorney en --
gaged by one of the districts. -Lifton stated that
"My theories, adverse to open negotiations, were
borne out by actual experience. The prime evil
i'vas not the posturing to the press although there
was some of that, nor utireasoname emotional out-
bursts or difficulties ."With supplying materials to
the pips. It was simply the fact that having to stead

-in .the open makes compromise and change 'of
position by the parties extremely difficult. I. think
that this is significantly more of a problem for the
.union at the table than for management, but in
this instal nce, the nnuon's problem becomes man -
agement's problcni."

The liegotizitors in Florida, being familiar
with the sunshine law in other areas for 'several
'years, concurred with Lifton's'v.iews`but not to tbe
degree anticipated by our hypothysis. A majority
of,Or 57%. of, them believed that bargaining should
take place in the "shade." Thirty-five percent pre-
ferred that bargaining remain in the open, and
eight percent expressed no preference.

In speaking of the disadvantages to. manage-
ment 'of open bargaining, the negotiatOrt; reported
bargaining in the-sunshine:

1. 'Fends to polarize positions.

4. Participants "play" to the press.

3. School district weaknesses arc pointed
out to the press. Managen(ent is

placed in a public defensive position.

4. Unions use the sessions to garner the
or their membership:

5. Union audiences apply pressure to the
management team.

6. It is. difficult to openly express and
discuss options and alternatives.

7. Where there are* rival teacher unions
the minority union Uses the sessions
in a critical way to disparage the "in"
union and management.

8. The process is more time consujning.

9. Bargaining in the open emphasizes
adversary relations.

The negotiators who favored "goldfish bowl"
bargaining indicated the -following advantages to
management.:

1. Public opiniol as

)
generally opposed

to union demands..

2. Ridiculous teacher union demands
were fully revealed to the public.

3. The union was less inclined to make
misleading or untrue statements.

4. The teacher union was' placed in a de-
fensive position.

5. The public was keenly aware of the
negotiations process through atten-
dance or through .the news media.

6. Less abusive language was used.

The Public and gke' News Media
An issue of much interest was how active

was the public in participating in the negotiation
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' sessions? And, how active were the news. media in
reporting the process of negotiations?

. Although the national committee for citizens
in education purports that school govunance is in
trouble; that public hearings alc heeded; that lay'

control' has carded; and that the people have de-
manded a change; it was very apparent that the
citizens of Florida were not interested-in getting
involved with open harp:thing sessions.

With respect to. the participation of. the pub-
lic, apparently, vier)/ few witnessed the- negotia-

, tions. The public's active participation, through at-
tendance at the sessions, was typified by the corn-
ment: .`1 was somewhat distressed to see almost
total apathy on the part of the public in regard to
collectivelbargainint."

Another: "Out of the 21 sessions at the table,
only five sessions were held when observors were in
attendance." Most of the negotiators reported only
one to three persons- present at 'a few of their ses-
sions, and these persons were teacher union 'mem-
bers.

,.
One can conclude, from the reports 'of the

negotiators, that members of the public, or par-.
ents, or "taxpayers" had better things to do than
to attend, collective bargaining sessions. Perhaps
they relied uinin the, media to attend and report.
on the progress of the, process. Perhaps, since it
was the first year of formal collective bargaining,
the public was not motivated, sufficiently, to at-
tend the meetings.,One thing was certain, however;
the citizen was in no hurry to join the participants
at the collective bargaining table.

. With the news media-, however, it was a dif-
ferent story;

A majority, or 15, of the negotiators reported
that the news media attended the collective bar-
gaining Sessions on an "occasional" basis. In. ques-
tioning the negotiators, it was determined that
when the process first started it received, much at-
tention.frorn the media. As the sessions continued,

. however, and the "novelty" wore off, the members
of the press became cOnspieuoris by their abwnce.
It soon becamp apparent, in most situations,, that,
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since. the bargainers had settled down to the dis',
emission of de:hands, counter-demands, wording
changes, and hours concentration upon leave poi.
ivies, transfer policies, or other mundane working
conditions, that, for the most part, news was not
being created.

There wereexceptions, however. Nine of the
school districts reported that members of the news
media attended every collective bargaining meeting
that was held: These districts created 9ews! The
districts creating this attention were spat between
the large, metropolitan school districts, with
sophistidated news coverage teams, and small
school districts who. were ,entering the collective
bargaining process with much reluctance. .

Here are some of the pertinent comments:

"The press attempted to be fairrand impartial.
However, because they did not always understand
procedures and terms used in bargaining, state-
ments-were taken out of context which tended to
polarize the parties."

.
"As the sessions 'diverted their attention to

mbney items and were drawing to a close, the
press was ever present." . .

Thee were occasions When the press did-not
.cover entire sessions." 7

"Only one reporter Consistently covered the
sessions,from beginning to end. This reporter's .N.

coverage . of our session was most accurate."

Ten of the districts reported that none of
their colic live' bargaining sessions were ey,er at-
tendedl any representative of the news media;
and tin distriet,porte.d only one visit by the
media -The districts reporting no media coverage
were. all simian rural districts in which the collective
bar wining proCess was not bought by eithepaity,
but became a fait accompli through state lau'r.

Teacher Unions
There are two major teacher unions or asso-

ciations in Florida the Florida Education Also-
elation United (FEA United) aryl the Florida
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. .
Teaching Profession (r1))). The .iNEA-United is
a1 ffiliated 'with the -American Federation of Teach,
-ers (AFL-CIO), and the 41'1) is affiliated with the
National Education Association. [)tiring the course
of this study, bop' unions were contacted with re-
spect to "goldfish bowl" bargaining. The official
position of both unions was the same they were

would re-

not wepared to e any recommendations to the
stag legislatu after our year's experience; It had
bee anticipated earlier' that 'the unions
quest a dump in the law so "that bargaining could
be condneted in private. Albert Spanker, president
of the .American Federation of Tearliers,'at an
FEA-United convention held as'recently as March
26, 1976, in Orlando, stated quite plainly' that he
did not Iwbeve "injaningful collective bargaining
could take place in public. The reason forhis posi-
tion became quite obvious' when the comments of

..,
negotiators for management were reviewed. Here
arc some sample statements:-

"The employees demands were so self-cent-
ered that the general public was really turned-off."

"The union's absurd demands were opened to
the public their real purposes were exposed."

"The teachers had to keep their demands
reasonable,"

"The public bee ame aware of xtltc teachers
poor comprehension of school financing, lack of
corwerii for studekt progrants,.ete:"-

"The union was consistently performing and
utting On an ant for the constituents,"

"Organizations were at a Jhsadvantage to
openly discuss exactly what it Would take to
achieve a satisfactory settlement for,the 'employee

`unit. "_

,.* "It (bargaining in the sunshine). kept the as-
sociation frOlLurnoving quikly On some issues (hat
they:Irk were unimportant. They had to. do some
more talking."

Comments obtained privately from leaders
of the two teacher unions indicated that they
would rinwh prefer to bargain in executive session

With the historical strength, of the news media in
obtaining and supporting government in the sun-
shine, however, and with the legislature's obvious
reluctidwe to depart from this principle, for what-
ever reasons, both unions- adopted a "hands-off"

Summary and ItecomMendations
The "Collective Bargaining in a Goldfish

Bowl" study began with eerntin. assumptions:

Assumption No. 1. School board members
favor retention of the law requiring collective
bargainingsinee all other board activities must be
conducted in the "sunshine.

This. assumption was correct since approxi.:
mately 68% of the School board members re:
sponded positively to this query. Approximately
705 of 04, school board members indicated that
they encountered no difficulties 411 bargaining in
the sunshine.

Assumption. No. 2. School superintendents
would favor collective bargaining in private sessions

a normal reaction but, in Florida, would have an
even higher percentage for private bargaining be-
cause they lyere named in the law as the person
responsible for bargaining. This assnmption yeas

riot supported by evidence. Twenty-seven of 42
superintendents indicated that they preferred
"goldfish 'bowl" bargaining to executive session
bargaining. Thirty of the 42'Sirperintendents huh-
eater! that they had encountered no difficulties
in open bargaining.

Assumption No. 3. Chief negotiators. pre-
ferred collective bargaining to take plane out of
the sunshine. -This assumption- was proven correct
since 23 negotiators out of 41 indicated that they
prefe:rred, the law to 1 changed to permit bargain-
ing in the shade. It was .significant,. however, that
the majority of the negotiators indicating prefer-

ence for private sessions was a slight majority.

Assumption No. 4. The public would not
participate to any significant degree, through at-
tendance, at the bargaining. sessions. This assump-
tion was predicated on past evidence of apathy
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among 1.1)1Cr.:;, attend:aim at school board mcct-7
ings, citizen nivolvement on citizen's advisory com-
mittees .zind other just ls,mpption was
correi7t.

Assumption No. 5. The news media would
take great interest in attending and reporting on
the eollecthe bargaining sessions..Mwt of the ne!ro-
tiat,,rs reporting On this question, ri limn of them,-

Negotiators ill the'publie sectot should be
required to 'continue bargaining in the sunshine;
however, if an impasse is readhed,or if mediators or.
arbitrators- are called in, the law should . be
amended to permit the parties to meet privately
for a period 'of time, such as ten or 20 days, to
attempt to break the log jam that is holding up
progress. Once the. differences arc ironed out,
hoWdver, the parties, should be required, to meet
publicly; once again above all, the governing body's

indicated that the news media attended the roller consideration of the final contract should take
tine bargaining meetings On an "occasional" basis. place at a public hearing at which representatives
Nine uegotiators reported media represOntatives of the public should have theyptiortunity to make
present at eerr session. Ten negotiators reported their thoughts, with respect to the contract,
that 'no. news media represelaatives were ever = -.knoWn. For it is the public, finally, that will pay,
present at their sessions. and it is the contract that will materially affect

their children's education.

.itssuption No. 6. Teacher iiiibrns preferred
0611cethe bargaining to tats place out of the sun-
shiny. a,..umption has not materialized as fact.

the teacher unions may privately-prefer
to bargain prisately, they are not indicating.such a
desire publicly. Both of the major teacher Minn's
have .(ik,... official "hands-off" position on this
question.

. The emichisions that must be arrived at are:
past practices of public officials operating in the
public ror niany years,. 44s required. tv law, haw
permitted an easy transition to workable collec-
tive bargaining in a "goldfish howl''. The require-.-
'Mini that financial books and records arc all to

,,be wade available lu the public, under a strict.
"public documents law," has added to thecase-of
transition' to sunshine bargaining.. In Florida the
public's business has been open to the public for

j^ a long time.

Recomentheios: As a rNult of the study of
collective bargaining in a "goldfish bowl", sugges-
tions and vonunents received from school board
members, superintendents, chief negotiators, union
leaders and others, a modification of the smishini;
law in bargainingIcems in order to the following
extent:

There is no qUestion that °bargaining.. in a
"goldfish bowl" injriliils compromiset lengthens
the batgaiiting process time-wise, is more expen-
sive, creates controversy, and fosters additional
unnecessary adversar5- relations. The results of this
study indicate, however) that even with all of these.
disadvantages, school( board mernber;, superinten-
dents, the publici news media, and, al least on the.
surface, teacher unions,:` believe that 'goldfish

collaetive bargaining should' be retained.

ft t
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'What Can Mediators

Rationally Expect of

Manageritent Negotiators

By W.' D. Helsel

This subject poses a serious risk a risk of reciting all of the
human virtues. Yes; a mediator expects these .honesty, openness,
frankness, truth,, fair dealing. But you know this; further, hwon't
insult you by suggesting that any of you have less than a brightly;
shined halo.,

Rather than waste your thne on the obvious, I would prefer to
bring out a few points and discuss 'them briefly from the mediator's
view. This approach .will also leave time_ for dialogue, which I am sure
will be more valuable than one-way communication.

Does Mediation Represent 'Failure? One question to be ad-
dressed at the start is the negotiator's attitude toward mediation.,
Does the call- for mediation represent ,failure of the negotiators?

The preSumption of the collective bargaining process is that two
parties can sit down at the table and hammer out their differences..
IMpliCit in this assumption is tic concept of rational decision-mak:
ing.,Each negotiator prepares 'himself well in' advance and marshals
facts -and figures -which he lays' upon the other party. Presumably
these data are supposedrto influence the other party into agreement
or at ;least into making concessions which can be accepted by the
party offering the .facts.

W. D. Deist.' is the director of the 'Institute of Governmental Research,
University of Cincinnati (Ohio) and an e4erieneed mediator. This paper was
presented at the Annual Convention of the AEN in New Orleans, April 2, 1976.
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or at least into making concessions which can he
accepted by the par4y offering the facts.

it rationality prevailed. at the table, I would
have to say that the call for mediation represented
failure .a failure tircommunicate these data to
the opposite party with adequate analysis and al.):
plication to the given circumstances. If decision-
making- were ,purely rational, both parties would
inevitably reach the sante conclusion On the same

'set of facts.

But who says bargaining is a fully rational
process? Manafrment lutist take into acconnt that
the union is often guided by -events that can be.
described as anything but rational. Management's

-negotiator ust,, for-example, he aware of internal
union political factors which influence the union
course of action. Those chosen as the.union nego-
tiating team may well be a reflection of these
political considerations and may in turn influence
management strategy. In one situation in which I
was involved, for example, the teachers' chief
spokesman was a senior employee with enough
union clout to he able to put his own personal in-
terests above this Majority. You, arc all
aware of .similar 'situations. ationality then -goes

-out. the window; all the dka in the -world won't.
get him to agree to anything that is not in his
self-interest.

Who,'s Being Irrational
I do not want to imply that the union has a

monopoly o&irratio.nality. Recently, for example,
one school stiperinivident acknowledged 'to 1.1s;

mediator that he had been be\aten by the union
last year, and by golly, he was-going to "win"
this year. Pity his poor negotiator!

Returning, then, to the major plint when
the bargaining becomes confused with, emotional
or other irrational considerations, communica-
tions will likely suffer. When this occurs, the call
to the mediator is not an, acknowledgement of
failure. It is simply a recognition that a contami-
natig influence irrationality -- has entered what
is supposed to be a rational process.

Communication is the role. that mediators
should best be able tO perform. This is the pimaq
reason for their existence. 1'11e mediator feels he is
successful if he keeps the parties tidkiig; to earil a

()flier.

I elaborate on this issue of failure simply to ,

emphasize the need to call the mediator. early
enough in the bargaining process, before either or
both- parties have 'painted themselves, into -their.
respective corneus. Mediation is often .a face-saving
device, but the mediator is no miracle worker.
Hopefully, he can be called to "the scene befoe
either party hastug in too deeply. -.

inally, support for what I have °Udine(' can
be foand 'In the National Labor Relations Act
governing private, sector labor Telations.'<0.ne Sec-
lion requires-notification to thel4ederal 'Mediation
and Conciliation Service of any bargaining' situa-
tion not resolved by 30 days before. contract ex-

piration. This perm its. the Scirvice to begin monitor-
ing the situation and to offerits services if need be.
They don't want to wait past the point of no re-
turn.

There Are Essential Requirements
Good faith bargaining: The principal. posture

that the mediatoi expects of:management negotia-
tors (and of union negotiators, for that Matter). is
goodgood faith at the table. Each of you knows the
legal definition of good faith bargaining, andyarb
of you has his own interpretation of what "good
faith" means. mining the usual recitation of the11-

human virtues, as I promised earlier, I would like
to emphasize a kw points_whielt I regard as funda-
mental to good art t, relation 'tooMediation.

1. Openness When a mediator is called in, lie
will want to know if the parties have been frank
with cash other. Haw they. presented their argu-'
milts fully? I don't mean that they necessarily
have made their final concession; in some instanees
it is better to let the mediator suggest it, parti-
cularly if there is a chance it will he rejected. I

refer particularly to your Thelma presentation, to
your reasons_for your position. Each side should at

least understand each other.
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2. Authority to commit: Good faith bargain-
ing requi:cs that the negotiator be authorized to
comMit his principal, at least up to a specifiedliosi-
lion. When the negotiator can't -come to *T-
alent, there is no bargaining.

3. Acceptance bargaining as a means of
decision-making.- Nrhaps Most important, under-
lying good faith bargaining tuna he a coMmitthent
to the bargaining proeess itself. l'ain not suggesting
that management must be pro-union. I am suggest-
ing that .anti-union feelings will he transmittet4
either verbally or nonverbally, and the level of

. hostility increased accordingly. Negotiators should
be willing to accept the process as a way of deei,
sion-making. You may not consider- it the best,
way,' but it is the way chosen. Don't knock it, You
mi\glit otherwise be unemployed.

The anti-union, or anti-bargaining, attitude is
often the root cause of raw-As to bargain or to
bargain in good faith. Inistates with laws mandat-
ing bargaining, charges way be brought before the
appropriate regulating commission.. In states with-
out statutory guidelines, the result eim-range from
poor staff morale to strike. One time, 1 was called
in as- a aneutral in a dispute between a teacher asSo-.
dation and a school boankvhieh responded to the
submissions of the teacher demands with the flat
statement vwe don't have any money so there is
no use talking." This in spite of an existing con-
tract prescribing a re-opening (late and impasse-
resolution procedures. In addition, the statement
proved false; they had adequate funds for a reason-
able increase. Rut the board did not accept the
bargaining concept and did not understand its
values as well as they understood its implications.
Needless to say, this board did not have profes-
Jsynal representation.

Access to Principals: I have previously en-

tioiu OW need for the negotabr to have Rai;
dent authority. But I recognize that this authority
is ordinarily limited by top management or the,
board of education itself. In the ideal world; the
negotiator should be in elope cornitninieation with
his top manageMent and Should be ,able to get
management to periodically adjust its position in
accordance with the realities of the situation.
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lowever, it is no state secret that the ideal
does n t always match reality. Generally, I find
negotiators' more understanding than their 'princi-
pals, primarily because they understand - the-pro-
cess. While the mediator should not -lte to con-
tact top management., I have had occasions when
this was the only way to obtain movement..Man-
agement's negotiator was liinited in his powers of
persuasion by his stLbordniate relationship to the
,superintendent. Thc- negotiator (*Lund it useful to
have the mediator, as 0 an outsider, 'ntereede -to get
authority to move.

I am not sure all mediators would consider
it within. their role to deal with kip managers who
do not appear at the bargaining table.. Personally,
I have no objection if I feel the negotiator has ex-
hausbhis power to move the. administrator. In a
sense, I am doing some of the negotiator's work...
My role is to seek a settlement and if talking with a
school superintendent helps 'to produce it, I- am

alf fOr it.

On the other hand, I would-hate to see this
statement, interpreted as an open invitation to
abuse. When .a mediator meets with top adminis-
tration to get the negotiator more. authority0here
is an implicit assumption, he is advoc. ling a man-
agement concession. Admittedly this is of -a typi-
cal mediation posture. It should be reser d only
for -those eases hopefully rare when he senses
that, .management's position more emotional

tan rational.

Perhaps an example would illtutrate the type
Of se I have in mind. One set o negotiations
Welli into mediation with one of the iincipal is-
sues cing,, the, length of the school- day. The ad-
ministration s stuck on a position On hours
which had .the effeA of keeping the teachers in
the school but dings after all students had left.
The negotiator anted the ability to modify this
stance in order -o close. on other issues,. but the
superintendent was adamant. The mediator's in--
tereession. in this type of case helped. On the
other hand, I would hate to ask a- school .hoard to
increase its economic packagc,,.unless a most
unnsual factor was-involved.



Consideration of Mediatoi's Proposals: One
thing that all mediators expect is seriousconsidera?..
lion of any proposals they put forWard, whether
privately or to both parties simultaneously. I do
not mean you must agree but simply that you give
erious consideration. The typical circumstances of

ediation justify this suggestion. Why is the media-
r present, in the first place? He was called in be-'-

cause one or both parties felt that negotiations had
reached an impasse or were about to. In '.short,
somebody thinks negotiations arc in trouble. (I
Will acknowledge that unions are more likely than
managements to

for
at this conclusion.. Never-

theless, the call for mediation indicates the union
perception of trouble.)

A Mediator's Worth
. When a mediator comes into the picture;

then, he -is supposed to bring three primary -attri-
butes: (I). objectivity, (2) communications skills,
and (3) ideas for consideration. When he assesses
the situation and puts forth a proposal, it is either
worthy of consideration, if not adoption, or, you
should get a new mediator.

Here again, we get back to rationality. Are the
parties reaching to real conditions and the facts of
life or to some bias against anything which lessens
their chance, to "win while the union loses? ,INo
mediator worth his. salt is going to suggest a posi-
tion he does not believe in. Yet some managements
view anything .but a complete advocacy of their
position as a sellout to the union.

In some cases this. anises because some maim-
gers, usually not the professional negotiators, do
not know how 'the mediator works. When the .

mediator meets with management, he may sound
as if he is advocating the union position. He wants
to be sure you understand and consider it. But
keep in mind that when he meets with the union'
committee, he 'may sound to them as if he is advo-
cating the management position. He does the same
thing to them as he does to you. My 'plea, then,is /
simply for consideration of whatever his compro-
mise proposal is. Reject it if necessary; but con-
sider
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Trust: This lel& to another expectation of
the mediator, trustin his neutrality. Without trust,
he is_ useless. A good mediator deserves this trust
and will not violateit. Without it, hc.tannot expect
the fradk statementof final, positions on key issues
which is necessary to a settlement. The mediator.
must know the bottom lint for 'both pares: He
knows it is useless to suggest a solution either party
cannot buy. To do so is simply 'unrealistic.

mayneeds to know an -acceptable position you may be
unwilling to puton the table yourself, for fear of I
rejection. If you yourself put a truly, final position.
before the union and it is rejected, you have no
place to go. If you ha've the mediator feel out 'the
union and put it out for you, you will knoW
whether or.not it is safe to proceed,-

-Ile can thin "steal" your proposal as his, not
to become a hero but simply to accomplish the ob-
jective you had,in bringing him in . getting a set-
tlement. But you have to level with him to do it.

What Not. TO Expect of a Mediator: Thus far.
I have discussed what a mediator expects of a nego-
tiator, on either side. I have emphasized the need
for good. faith bargaining, for open communica-
tion, for trust in the mediator all things you
know but perhaps now.sce from a different per-
spective.

In closing, I would like to reverse my posture
thus far and talk. about what not to expect\of the
mediator. Don't expect him to pull off miracles.

Ill he can't persuade you to go beyond your
bottom line, don't expect him to be able toget a
union RI go beyond its bottom line. If you can't
sell an adamant position, chances are he can't,
either. If both parties are emotional rather than
rational, his, efforts to bring rationality into the
process are likely to be doomed to failure.

The role of the mediator is to tryto produce
agreement. To some, this sounds like compromise
and often is. It is rare to find negotiations where
all of the "right" is on one side. If the miracle you
expect is for the mediator to pull the ninon to a
management viewpoint, you are likely to be dis-
appointed.
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Effective Evidence and'
Presentation for Influencing a,
Factfinder or Arbitrator

By Arnold At Zack.

I must confess that fro time to time in my career, I have
found it difficult- to restrain myself when one of the parties has
failed to challenge unsupported assertions of the other Side or blown
itA case by inadepiate prior investigation and preparatiori. Altbough I
must admit that I have never been an advOcale for labor manage-
ment and ltliougli I feel strongly that it:is the respdnsibility of
the neutral Id bolster the presentation of4he unqr represented par-
ty, I do feel the 'temptation fo ask that final tinegion, that will
destroy a witness' credibility or ask how the parties 114 dealt with
the problem in dispute prior to the filing of the instant grievance.

I should -pOint out that my &omments arc not- directed tohelp7
ing. school boards to "put it to'' the association or'the unionin nego-
tiations, because I do not view the impasse process as being exempli7;
ficd by the Thurber cartoon captioned ".Tolichs'40vbere the tA*v.prds-
man's. epee has cleanly cut throUgh his 011)61-ents neck. Ilfitlecr, I
view the process as one of mutual: problelif ru\fauffinding,
then, the role Of the neutral is much more than itrefindliig of fact;
it is, ratheir, achievement of mutual account' ation to a giviluset of
demands And positions of the.farties, with the long term objective of
perpetuating the marital relationship- between them.

Arnold M. Zack is an attorney and arbitrator in Massachusetts. This article
was presented at the Annual Convention of the AM in New Orleans, April 2,
1976.
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In grievance arbitration, tint' role is to inter
pret orapply. the parties' agreeiirent iii Ike light 0
a current fact situation which was unV(.mtemplat d
at the time of negotiation:4. for one; feel tha al-
though pushing the opposition to sirriuler on
bonded knees may result in a sense of triumph,
for the wirmingparty that exhilaration isi000ften
transitory and, indeed, may' well conic tAek to
haunt you (in spades if I may scramble some meta--
phors) when the economic or political
-swings to pravide the _i.'ither side IV\litransitorV
power. linked. even on the shorl rim, the sense
injustice, which is the residue of having"socked it
to them", riot only raises the ante for settlement
of they subsequent negOtiations, it also makes for a.
'disruptive and antagonistic relationship for the re-
mainder of the life of the present agreement.

. .1\ly objective as factfinder or grievance arbi-
tratur is to use the .process to seek' What evidence is.
required for resolving a partieular Adispute. I-trust
that, WU, is the intent Of the parties in presenting
their - evidence to int. The clearer the exposition of
fact; die more likely it will be persnasiVe, not only
to fthe neutral !nit to the otherside as Well.,

ftg'

,;\

..-

overtheir differing calculations of the cost of the
as-saiation.'s proposal. \ .

- .,.

._ ....(3n the other hand, I have been in hearings,
where there 'was agreement not only Oil the cost of
all -elements. of -the positions of ..both parties but
also on several. possible positions between. In
another case, the parties actually spent three hours

_Arguing over the, number,,of teachers-hi the .system,
and when the-board belatedly explained that they
had inelud.!d tcachers.on sabbatical, the association
recognize, 'that- they were in accord on the cost.
estimates, that their previous suspicious were un-
founded;, and that the board had not been pulling
a fast one. Out of this tecognition came a sudden
sweep of \rust, and a settlement followed within
mint i t es.

Trust lEacirMtker
There is no reason,. that I can determine,

. other thau orneriness or ignorance- that- kecks the
parties frOm jointly developing factual data. Trull!
will out. Nothing is achieved by the,,,eirkployer care-
fully 'selecting ten cities for a wage comparison,
while "the association, in :equal secrecy, selects ten
others, particularly when each side challenges the
accuracy of the data itself.

i-

This leads me, then, to a cmisanration of
what the partie, you or your opposition, can do to
most effeetk*' develop and. present evidence to
' favorably -influence the faetfinder or arbitrator.

Let me take the liberty of dealing -With the
two procedures separately, because the standards
and objectives of the two are-different..

When Factfinding
f;As rjust.suggested, the equitable, resoln lion

of a cot Net impasse is stimulated by enli,ohten-
ment" rather than obstructional or bccioudiiia
tactics, then perhaps- the most important mean= of
convincing the neutral, as well as perhaps the' other
party, is to khieve agreement on the factS:

"People .c, n not disagree on facts; they can
only :be, ignorant of them!" I hav? seen many'ini-

passes focusing on misunderstandings or refusals:of
the parties to reveal information which could
qUite easily be 'confirmed' by independent investi-
gation.,In one hearing the parties argued for hours

slow ;much More useful it would he to have\
the parties agree, prior to theearing,,on the towns
tirey will be using and. ;getting the 'true figures for
cash. liVen better; perhaps they. can agree on one
or more appropriate universes for examination,

'towns of like size, contiguous towns, or towns
within an agreed upon radius. Suck mutual-act hity
pot only provides an additional opport unify 'for
meeting together, but it may also prOvidenecessaty
erlightentnent7 as' to the relative position of the
town in question and will at least provide thenen-
tral with one or more standards of comparison for
making his judgment..

Similarly in dealing with an argument basesi
on ability to pay, mutual rehearing examination
of the budget or of expenditures: during the previ
ous, years saves tithe and conflict ,at the hearing and
reduces the suspicion of the of Or side that readily
available funds arc .cleverly hidden. It may:.perhaps
sufficiently, explain the problems facing the
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the employer- so as to bring about acceptance of
arguments and consequent settlement.

Such mutuality.-of data presentation does not
mean that agreement ont"setilement or even on the
data itst,lf is assured, it is morely urged for use as
an under-tifiliza device for .eliminating nnneces--
sary 'hassling 0Verascertainable. facts which may,
Weed, inspire Momentum .toward settlement.

Our frustration, as factfinders, in trying to
sort out such eon flietS over data, is matched by o
disappointment.bver other tactics of the parties.
Let me enumerate some:

The only benefits, which I can ascertain are
ascribable to the filparlite procedure, are the op.
frortunity for a second chance at argument, which
isOusually repetitive 'and net; more convincing than
the argument presenteil initially at the hearing and
the opportunity for working out a settlenlent. In-
deed even repetition may be beiNtd the capability

\ of some of the wing men I have had to work with.
The other alleged benefit to the parties working
on Settlement. can be accOmplished;perhaps even
more effectively, by the neutral being able to meet
directly with hose possessing the authority' to
settle.

Firs!: NeXotiability. Why must there be end-
less debates over the 'question of whether or not a

.
-subject is negotiable? I- certainly respect the tights-
and in manyeases the validity, of the invocation of
nonnegotiability. fon certain items. But,- would. not
it be provocative to set forth the nonnegotia-.
bility Position and:then, without prejudice to. that
position, listen off the record to the proposal being
made on the I-VI-itsby the other side?

Such! discussion has 'a clear cathartic effect;
it may lead to an undeistanding that may be in-
ternalized in some form oilier !bail inclusion in the
agreement in the final zinalysis., it e..1 in any
event; also be denied on its merits. The .ado loppo-
sition is entitled- to better treatment than We re,
ceived as children, when-our own parents, too,-ad-
hered to the- position that- sOmething, was not diS-

\
cuss:J1)1e. Is not the opposition entitled also to feel
some of the resentment and frustration that \ix
felt as children when the argument- you now make
was. made to you?.

Second: Tripartite panels: Why-do the. parties
augment the costs', and reduce the impact, of the
factfinding process by requiring tripartite facifind-
ing panels (indess so ordered by statriteY? resuni.
ably .a fact finder is chosen. for .his judgment. Yet,
if that jndgment differs at all from that of one of
the parties'!de.sipnees on that panel, the parties to
the dispute arc deprived of his undiluted judgment.
To achieve a supporting vote, the neutral is often
forced to undercut his own judgment for the sake
of the second vote necessary to achieve a majority.

1.

Third: Unjoined .4rguiiients.\\Ard neutrals
: expected to conclude; because arguments raised by

the other side are not responded to, that they have
'nd merit or that thay will go away? Too often, the
pdrties come 10 the factfinding hearing armed with
a strong affirmative case and totally-ignore the case
presented by the other side. In faetfindipg, this
nay show itself in the association's reliance on

inparability while the board argues ability to. .
pay
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Failure of either party to meaningfully chat--
lenge the other side's position by cross examina-
tion and rebuttal oreveri attempt to minimize it
witkan asser ion of its irrelevance dOes not destroy
its impact. In eed, silence pay be construed as a
tacit acknowlertiment of thaecuracy of the evi-
knee' and arguments presented. Whilespiaking of
abilit to pay, 1 would, like to note that too often
emplo ers seem to paint themselves into an ines-
capable orner by reliance on the argument of in
ability to pay, when indeed they mean unwilling:
MSS_ to pay. If they take the route,
their defense, .that the funds are lacking, is readily
shattered' by a showing that the community does
have or can readily gain access. to the funds:limes-
sary to fund the .proposal. If they take the unwill-

-'singness-to-pay route, 'then a showing of financial
'dies 'does not of itself terminate-the dispute and

leads instead to a determination based upon equity
and;.'ultimately, acceptability.

FOlirt\h: Settlement at Hearings. Why must'.
the .parties\un the risk of an adverse determination
if they can settle a dispute on their own mutual
agreement. It is trite that mediation is structured,to



come only as the preceding step to factfinding, Ina
it is also true that the prospect of factfinding often
deters effective mediation and that Mediatorsare
not always totally effective. This should not doom
the parties to . blind adU:rence .,to the prescribed
factfinding step. Indeed, faetinding. itself is, not
final and binding, and the faelfinders themselves
are not adverse to encouraging, if not -tolerant to,
t le-' efforts of the parties to withdraw a case from

\ their venue in order 1g) settle it on their own. In.-\deed;the parties may select a Ilictlitider who may
lave the willingness and.. the 'skill to help them in
their negotiating efforts by serving in a Mediatory
capacity:

Too often, I find the parties feel unnecessarily
constrained in their commitment to resort tOlact-
finding: they are reticent and reluctant to :::,tiggest
renewal of direct talks for fear it will be viewed as
a. sign of weakness. Rut, such need not be the ezise,
even if the only avenues fit)" reopening negotiations
are to state to the other, "Let's see if we can get
you off the hook;" or to suggest at the hearing an
earlier willingness to settle; this, the neutral can
goad the parties to work it ourontheir owil, with
or withotit his mediatory assistance.

.
The foregoing few suggestions, as. for proee-

thire, won't necessarily guarantee the to.ta eridorSe-,
inent of, your sathstantive position by the neutral,

may help, to reduce the conflict between
the parties in the factfinding process.

Points; for, Effective Arbitration
. Although sonic of the suggestions are equally

applicable tci 'grievance arbitration, :there , are a
number of other suggestions in that subject area,
which are also worthy of mention, to improve the
effectiveness of the parties'. presentatiOn. Let's.
look at sonic: \

First: 1Inadling And the Merits
at the Sante hearing. There,are occasionally cases
in which the employer, and less often the, .isso'cia-
lion, contenU that a case is not properly bef c the
arbitrator. The is4ue is one which is not coven,
the toile carve bargaining agreement; the appeal to
arbitration was not brought in timely fashion; .or
the case had, in fact, already been settled.

While the parties !Arc assembled, ii makes
sense for them to first present their arg,uments on
the arbitrability question and, then reserving their
rights thereon., proceed to present their cases on
the merits. Everyone is there; the facts on the
merits arc usually necessary. for consideration of-
the arbitrability issue; and the delay and host of a
second hearing can be avoided by. proceeding to
the merits at once. The.arbitrator will decide the
arbitrability issue firSt;,if he holds the case .arbi-
trable; he has what'he .needs o dispose of the ease
on its merits. If it is not arbi able, the Merits is-
sue is not reached or decided.

Second: Agreement of the Issue. Although
it is true that the arbitrator is hound by the' agreed
updn:issue (and indeed also true that.a party may
win or lose a.ease by the way in which an issue is
"framed), the fact remains that the parties do waste
considerable amounts of time in. endeavoring to
prejudge the case in dispute by so nar-rowly 'defin-
ing the issue as to preclude the other party: from
any Chance that: -it might prevail. This may be
ivorth a _try,- but in the long it hardry induces the
kind of goodwill and mutuality that one has a right
to expect and enjoy in the collective bargaining
relationship.

'If you are unsuccesgful , in your eftbort, to get
the other side to agree to a 'one-sided presentation
of the issue, why yot recognize that the only agree-
able issue is one which is broad enough to.permit
sufficient brel Ith to effectively argue both cases?

If the othei s insists on -ii;warped statement of
tlw issue, it ill serve's ybu or your elieut to per
petuate the hostility f43`r more eo,stlz hours of fruit - %1
less debate.,Be assured, the neutral you had sufOci-.
emit faith in, to select in the first 'place, will also
have sufficient judgment to fociii' on, the trite is- '.
sew .between the patties. .Either specifically give
him authority to frame the issue as he secs it or.
at. the very leaSt, propose the issue as being: "What:
shall be the disposition of time particular ,grievance
in dispute."

I

Third: Stipulation on Exhibits and Faqs.
As noted-earlier, agreement on undisputed facts is
a valuable time saver and, if done early enough,
often; a convincer of the other side. The parties
should be encouraged to seek agreement on the
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exhibits to be introdncedas well aS the facts of
the case if they are: not in dispute. It May be'
momentarily gratifying, to spring now evidence at
the hcaring, but the .arbitrator IllitVexclude it if it

`Was not presented at the earlier steps of the griev-
.ance poeedue.or at the-ii inay.pemit an
adjournment of the 'hearing until the surprised
party has an opportunity to prepare a response
thereto. But if there is agreement Oil the\ facts,
there is another benefit to be gained. It should be.
possible to fOregothehearing entirely and present
the stipulation of tht facts-and the briefs contain-
ing the argninents of the parties directly to the ar-
bitrator This Ilapproach is faster, cheaper,
and free of the pressures of InZwting a hearing dead-
line, sinee the parties can .work Out their own sub--
mission schedule.

Fourth: Restrain Your .0bjectionS.\ 1krbitra
lion is noi.':a court of law;you arc not.dealing,ivith
a. jury of "ITjellv fish.aiid !rife," ilsone of in law
profesOrs' once 'called' them, and the arbitrator;.
your -selected arbitrator is well able to distinguish
hearsay, iinrpaterial or irrelevant evidence,. parole
cvfili-ince, best evidence and the like; While an 'oh-. -.
jection raised to call the neutral's attention to such
qustionahle presentations. certainly serves his best
interests (while showing. your client You are on
your toes), grating renewal of excessive objections
can only an tagonize, the opposition and perhaps
the neutraras well.,.Abitration is.not a court of
law; and it i; to our mutual advantage k) pre ctrl it.
from achieving the. ligid I.V surd excessive resort lo
legalism. and: delay. that bityl! so O mpered, the
achieentent of rapid justice in our.courts. The ar-
bitrator is experienced in sifting through what is
admissildc and is readily able to ignore whaLis not.

.

Fifth: A i.6414./j, Develop Your f;videttee
.. ,

and .-I niamen Is. '-.i OO ot ten, one or both of the par-
ties is caught inniipared..by the' evidenee presented
by the other.side. There is tio -tilislitute for ade-
qmar and early preparation. Findthe facts, double
elircl..theni, trace the ne*gotiating hiStory of the
pro\ ision in dispute, trace the practice of the par-

Aies in living wall the dispute'd. clause under this
and predecessor' ai,,reetnent.s', select' the most
know 1.Hgeablc N411.11P:-.SCS; and avoid repetition mid
cuMulative presentations. Above all, di) a dry run
of the case with your best people role playing

the opPosition,
tatiun.

..,..-

,. Sixth:14 Prepuced to gue our Case 0 I-

CY:There is :too great a.. tender y, for fibre parties. )

rely on written post hearing :briefs: These dr: on

4lie cost of the prottess; and Q raribute to the
\the time necessary to decide the ez..se; therincrease

likelihood that the neutral will postpone his. home
work until they are rendered. You.then.-are running
they risk that his determination will be made at the.,
bottom, valley of his mcniory etirve. Althohall it.,...
places a heavier' burden upon the mikesmen 1, be

Only way the parties have. of makiel_ sure that t
...expected to argue -the case 'orally ,sc) doing is to

le
neutral has the full und,er'seanding of their posith

, and demand, a,t -a time When Ite..ean ask questions.
.

about. their. argttments.,
- \-
.lieliance solely on post hearinA briefs dins the

;risk of th.ose .arginfients being .,..ojohlea.., passing
_like trains in thenight..0r.al. argument at. the close
of the hearifig, orr the other harrd,-assines that each
side knows of arid iris miOpportunitYto respimd

-. to. the other's Lupine t.,1%to.st importantly, the-ar- .

bitrator -has a chauee to ask further questions,as to
'*. .

previously glossed over evidence and'as to the ar-
, -s

guments raised by the parties themselves.. 'Post
bearing briefs may 'lurk 1.142ir place, .as do tran-,
scripts. in -.particularly' complicated eze's,. but.they
'should not be used as a trutelrin shirking responsi-
bility ',to Still) present olie's caserat the hearing, or

1\ to entice anyone, including.the.arhitrator. to'catch ..

an earlier plane honte.

test The quality of your presen-

.'Seventh : Pleading in tire Allernatii:cs Is Not4
an- Admission of Guilt: There is a tendency. on the.
part of both pfirties, to present only the Strongest,
cases, due to fear that arguing in the alternative
is a sign .of.wcakiUtssin the ln-

..deed: this strong posturing does not necessarily -

.deter the. arbitrator from ordering a lesser result if
Ile deems it apptopriate. Ynt; too Often ;. tlu; par:

ties forego -the -Apportuniiy for desirable leverage .

over the settlement. by nepdectiikg to articubde a
fall hack posi'tion..

Thus in the -case of a discharge for insithordi-
patiOn, an alternative argumen4"evelt if icinstateH.
meal is. ordered, assignment should be to a
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different siwervisor," might prevent the likelihood
Of the grievant being reinstated fopis former
Lion. Similarly, defense of failure to promote
which pleads in the pltirrnative, "that if deemed
quakied, the grievant lie giVen the ilex tta6ilable
post rather than an immediate assignment," might
.avoid considerable (irruption and make a losing
situation amuck more palatable.

Th6 same theory apilies to discussion of the
rertredy. Failure of the- employer to reveal that the
grievant had substantial 'Merlin earnings white out
of work or argument that the ;..,rrieant should not
be entitled- to vacation pay on 'reinstatement be-

,

'Is

o

cause of the timing of his,terminalion .ninsihe risk
that liability may be guider than iteell be..

.

. The loregoilii; catalogue- is facirout inclusive
and, for print At least, I am.unwilling to reveal apy
further hints. for improving the effectiveness of
your role ... for to do so Night mean you could
resolve all your disputes. oil you' own without
factfidder or arbitilittor ... and if that happened
who would you eallltiwk, to the sunny south, to
"give you hell"?

1'
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